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Abstract

In this thesis, we propose the novel approach of turning storage media transported

by the postal system into a general-purpose and transparentdigital network, extending

pervasive, high-bandwidth, and low-cost connectivity to places such as rural areas in

developing countries. We call such a system thePostmanet. To fully realize its potential,

however, an end user needs better support than being told to burn discs and toss them into

the mail bin. We describe the systems support that we providein order to achieve the

generality, transparency, efficiency, and scalability goals of the system. The issues that

we address include: managing “DVD robots” that automate mass-processing of DVDs,

application-specific marshaling and unmarshaling of messages, providing best-effort re-

liable and secure delivery, simultaneous exploitation of conventional connectivity, and

a mechanism for distributing and updating application code. Two additional support

features are of particular importance.

The first is a distributed object repository that makes available a single name space, on

which any sites, including those that lack conventional networking access, can perform

read, write, navigation, search, and other operations. This high-level abstraction makes it

easier to construct distributed Postmanet applications. It also helps us realize a powerful

“network effect,” as spontaneous connections are established among sites that enjoy

shared access to a common repository. The second is scalablerouting. Simply leaving

end users to directly swap discs with each other does not scale well, because as many as

N2 discs may need to be exchanged at once in anN-node network. We solve this problem

by multiplexing/de-multiplexing data to/from a smaller number of discs in transit. This

can occur multiple times at dedicated nodes inside the network, or at peer end user nodes.

We present routing topologies that can result in a good balance between simultaneously

minimizing the number of discs involved and the end-to-end postal latency.
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We have built and deployed a real-world application, a ruraldistance learning system

called the Digital StudyHall, on top of the Postmanet. It consists of a network of hubs

and spokes, where the hubs are urban centers of excellence, which “radiate” content

and methodology into poor villages and slum schools. Our experiences in rural India

not only have provided us insights on the type of the systems support that we need, but

also have allowed us to study mediation-based pedagogy thathas proved promising in

extending high-quality education to a needy population. For more information, please

visit: http://dsh.cs.washington.edu.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As the adoption rates of the Internet and broadband connections slow down in the U.S.,

latest studies [39, 26] suggest that the “digital divide” could be solidifying: those with

modest incomes, rural residents, and minorities are among those who lag behind in In-

ternet access. Most people living in developing regions, who represent an overwhelming

majority of the world’s population, also largely fall on the“wrong” side of the digital

divide.

Bridging this digital divide, especially by attempting to increase the accessibility of

“conventional” broadband connectivity, can be challenging. The improvement of wide-

area Internet bandwidth is constrained by factors such as how quickly we can dig ditches

to bury fibers in the ground. The cost of furnishing “last-mile” wiring can be prohibitively

high, and the progress has been excruciatingly slow. Satellite-based solutions have severe

cost and aggregate bandwidth limitations. The history of all previous revolutions in

“communications technology” (such as the railways, and thetelegraph) bears witness

to the fact that their growth, deployment and increased usage takes place over many

years. Moreover, their deployment is dictated by economic forces that result in poor or
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rural areas significantly lagging behind. Government action, via tax incentives or policy

enactments, can provide the impetus to providers to invest in building the infrastructure

but this too is limited in poor and rural areas.

1.1 The Postmanet

It has been noted that by mailing a stack of DVDs via regular postal mail, one can get

greater effective bandwidth than is possible by currently available broadband solutions.

Hence, instead of waiting for the uncertain takeoff of a number of existing and proposed

technologies, which can be many years away, we propose [67, 68, 50, 16] to turn the

existingworld-wide postal systems into a generic digital communication mechanism as

digital storage media is transported through the postal “network.” The proposed system

is dubbed thePostmanet.

The idea of sending digital content via the postal system is not new. Companies

such as AOL and Netflix have used this approach to deliver software and movies on a

large scale, and some researchers have reported shipping hard disks filled with astronomy

data [23]. None of these existing attempts, however, have turned the postal system into a

genericcommunication channel that can cater to a wide array of applications. Let us take

a closer look at what advantages such a system would offer, and why we would want to

build such a system.

1.1.1 Postmanet Advantages

Compared to more conventional wide-area connectivity technologies, the Postmanet en-

joys several important advantages.
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• Wide reach.The postal system is a truly global “network” that reaches a far greater

percentage of the world’s human population. For some parts of the world, it is about the

only “network” that covers them.

• Great bandwidth potential.While the bandwidth potential of a “sneaker net” is well

known, some may consider it to be a temporary fluke stemming from the relatively poor

capacity of today’s Internet. We, however, believe that this is not necessarily the case,

if we examine some fundamental technology trends. Storage density of flash memory

and magnetic disks has been increasing at the annual rate between 60% and 100%, and

it is likely to continue in the foreseeable future. This tremendous rate of improvement

is likely to be almost directly translatable to the amount ofbytes transportable by the

postal system for a fixed cost or in a fixed volume. Besides flash memory and hard

disks, the next generation Blu-Ray DVDs can hold up to 27 GB per disc today. Sony

is planning to commercialize a 4-layer 100 GB version in 2007, and it has already

successfully developed an 8-layer 200 GB version [38]. Hitachi Research has recently

announced multi-layer technologies that can produce 150 GBdiscs by 2007 and 1 TB

discs shortly thereafter [57]. One can also ship multiple units of these storage devices. As

better storage devices become available, they can be instantaneously and incrementally

translated into Postmanet bandwidth improvements.

In contrast, the wide-area network bandwidth growth is often constrained by labor-

intensive and costly factors such as how quickly we can dig ditches to bury fibers in the

ground, how quickly we can furnish last-mile wiring to homes(an endeavor that can be

prohibitively expensive), how quickly we can launch satellites, or how quickly we can

erect WiMax (the longer-distance versions of WiFi) towers.These factors are unlikely to

improve faster than the exponential growth rate of storage density. Satellite- and WiMax-

based solutions may face aggregate bandwidth limitations.And the future of some of
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these alternatives (such as WiMax) is far from certain. Far from being a temporary fluke,

the bandwidth gap between Postmanet and more conventional alternatives is likely here to

stay and, indeed, widen. We do not, however, necessarily view Postmanet as a competitor

to these other alternatives. Before better alternatives become a widely deployed reality,

exploring the Postmanet, an alternative that can already deliver practically infinite band-

width today, may foster the development of and demand for sophisticated bandwidth-

intensive applications, which may one day readily migrate onto alternative connectivity

technologies.

• Leveraging existing infrastructure.It is no fluke that the DSL and cable modems have

emerged as the most popular means of broadband connectivityin the US. Being able

to leverage an existing infrastructure has certain advantages over having to start from

scratch. First, the marginal cost of upgrading an existing infrastructure so as to be able

to provide a new service over it, more often than not, is cheaper than the cost involved in

building a new infrastructure. Second, existing services over the existing infrastructure

help sustain the provider through the process of slowly adapting, upgrading or replacing

the infrastructure to be able to support the new services better. For example, the early

cable systems could only carry signals in one direction: from the cable operator to the

subscriber. This was due to the presence of “signal amplifiers” at regular distances. In

order to be able to provide Internet access, cable operatorshad to replace all the old

amplifiers with new ones which allow signals to travel in bothdirections. They also

had to install new equipment in their centers to handle Internet traffic. Subscribers that

sign up for the service have to be provided with cable modems.All of these changes

are expensive, and take time; but a competitor starting fromscratch has to invest in

building the network itself, building centers, building trained staff etc., which is far more

costly than the costs incurred by the cable operators. In thepoor “third world” regions,
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however, the telecom and cable industries either do not exist or are still in their infancy

and largely serve only the urban areas. In the remote and rural areas, they have no existing

infrastructure to leverage and unlikely to be able to provide broadband access on a large

scale for quite some time to come.

The postal system has had over 200 years of head start in building its network.

To leverage the postal system for digital communication, one needs no significant new

investment in exotic equipment. While it would be impossibleto provide DSL service

without the involvement of the telecom operator, it is possible, albeit not entirely desir-

able, to build the Postmanet without the existing postal system making any changes or

even being aware that it is offering the service. This is, in fact, the case with Netflix,

which does not rely on any extra postal system cooperation torun its service. This frees

users from having to wait for the postal service to get its acttogether and make the service

available. Any enterprising group wishing to become a “Postmanet Service Provider” can

step in to provide the service as it is not held hostage by the need for the involvement or

co-operation of the postal system. Indeed, individuals desiring a Postamanet-like service

can take the matter into their own hands in a peer-to-peer system, instead of waiting for

anyservice provider.

• Low cost. According to recent studies [36], about a third of non-Internet users cite

cost as their reason for eschewing the Internet. The low costadvantage of the Postmanet

should be attractive to average households, content offerers, and “power users” alike. The

goal of providing citizens with affordable access to postalservice is typically an integral

part of most nations’ postal system charters. In the U.S., even if each household sends

(and receives) one DVD each day, the monthly cost of about $12compares favorably with

existing ISP offerings, especially if we were to consider its vast bandwidth potential. The

relatively liberal use of the postal system by AOL and Netflixhighlights the low cost
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advantage of this approach to content offerers. The availability of a public transit system

like the Postmanet infrastructure, which allows each household to receive (per postman

visit) a single disk that contains customized content from multiple content offerers, can

further reduce the cost to all involved. In addition to catering to “low end” users, the cost

advantage of the postal system relative to that of a high-speed wide-area network also

holds for corporate “power users” shipping large amounts ofdata [23].

• Good scalability.The postal system appears to have tried and tested experience dealing

with “flash crowds” such as those seen on tax days or certain holidays.

• Ease of incremental adoption.A single pair of Postmanet users can already derive

useful value from the system, without having to wait for a massive-scale user community

or world-wide infrastructure to develop. From this modest start, the system can grow

gradually. This incremental deployment may circumvent theclassic “chicken-and-egg”

problem associated with the difficulty of simultaneously developing infrastructures, ap-

plications, and user populations.

1.1.2 Goals

The goal of exploring the Postmanet approach is to extend, tocomplement, and/or to

even foster other alternatives, instead of competing against existing or future alternative

network access modes.

• Extending the Internet.For those who have no access to connectivity or access to

only low-bandwidth connectivity, the Postmanet can provide an inexpensive connectivity

alternative to enable certain networked applications, especially bandwidth-intensive ones.

Most people in most of the developed world have access to at least a telephone line

through which they could connect to the outside world. The vast majority of humanity,
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however, lives in the under-developed, impoverished regions of the world (such as parts

of western China, rural India, and sub-Saharan Africa). The Postmanet can connect these

regions to the rest of the “connected” world and more importantly, provide connectivity

within these regions.

• Complementing the Internet.The Postmanet has long (but reasonably predictable)

latencies. A single DVD disc mailed via first-class mail takes at most 3 days to get

to its destination within the continental US. Each such DVD “packet” can also deliver

over 4GB of data. We call such a channel a High Latency High Bandwidth (HLHB)

channel. Correspondingly, we call a traditional Internet connection a Low Latency Low

Bandwidth (LLLB) channel. For places that have access to both an HLHB channel and

an LLLB channel, an interesting problem is how to exploit an integrated and simultane-

ous use ofboth channels to get the best of both worlds. For example, small requests,

acknowledgments, “NAKs,” and control messages may be sent along the LLLB Internet,

while large messages are staged on mobile storage devices for transmission by the HLHB

postal system. Another example of the complementary natureof the Postmanet is that it

may increase the availability of the communication subsystem: if the Internet is down for

some reason, one still has another alternative.

• Fostering application development.The Postmanet is likely to be more quickly realiz-

able compared to more ambitious efforts of making high-bandwidth connectivity widely

available. Bandwidth-intensive applications developed for the Postmanet, users who

become accustomed to its benefits, and lessons learned can potentially be transferred

to the alternatives farther away on the horizon when they become real.
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1.1.3 Challenges

At first glance, manual preparation of data for shipment on movable storage media may

appear deceptively simple. But manually copying, naming andmanaging many mes-

sages, potentially for numerous applications and communicating peers, is cumbersome.

The postal system represents a classic analogy of a datagramservice: individual movable

storage media may be damaged, lost, delayed, or delivered out of order. Human users or

individual applications should not have to cope with these complications if they desire

better guarantees and abstractions. What makes these issueseven more complex is

our desire to simultaneously exploit the Internet and to exploit the excess capacity of

movable storage media to improve the latency, cost and reliability of the system. The key

challenge, in other words, is to build the Postmanet to begeneric, transparent, efficient

and scalable. The efficiency and scalability requirements are self explanatory but we

elaborate on what we mean by the other two.

By generality, we mean that the Postmanet should be able to cater to a variety of

applications without each application having to come up with their own Postmanet-like

mechanism. The provision of an application-neutral Postmanet “public transit” system

that is easily and cheaply exploitable by any potential communicating parties is important.

This is analogous to the fact that the existing Internet is such a generic infrastructure.

Without it, a potential innovator who is interested in developing a Netflix-like application

may need to reinvent the whole infrastructure from scratch.The coexistence of multiple

Netflix-like infrastructures can lead to various forms of inefficiency. Smaller players may

not be able to afford to put up their own infrastructure at all.

By transparency, we mean that the Postmanet should minimize the need for manual

handling of the storage media being transported and hide thedetails as much as possible
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from the users and applications. The Postmanet users or applications need not manually

inspect or process the content of the received storage media; the users or the applications

need not manually stage or copy data; and the users or the applications need not worry

about issues such as potential loss or damage of the storage media in the postal system.

Unlike an AOL or Netflix user, who must know what application-specific steps to take to

manually handle the occurrence of these events, a Postmanetuser’s direct involvement in

the running of the Postmanet system should be, at most, limited to mailing the outgoing

storage media and to plug in the received storage media. Thisis analogous to the fact

that low-level details such as packets and routers are minimally visible to a conventional

network user. We emphasize here that we do not consider transparency to mean making

Postmanet itself “transparent” toexistingapplications. In other words, we do not consider

it our mission to enable existing applications, running over the existing conventional net-

works, to run over the Postmanetunmodified. Rather, we want to provide a “transparent”

interface that would allow developers to port their applications to run over the Postmanet.

1.2 An Example Application:

A Distance-Learning System

The difficulties and the advantages of our approach are best illustrated if we consider

a real-world application that many people have tried to tackle, but with great difficulty

and limited success in developing regions. Providing access to affordable high-quality

primary education is an important tool in the fight against poverty, especially in the third

world countries. Distance learning or “e-learning” aims toleverage and extend existing

educational resources through judicious deployment of information and communication
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technology (ICT). It is important to note that our goal is not to compete against or replace

human teachers; on the contrary, our goal is to amplify the reach and power of the limited

number of qualified teachers that are available. The e-learning landscape is littered with

misguided and expensive “wire-the-schools” projects thathave little to show for in the

end. We believe that one of the reason that contributed to some of the previous failures is

the insufficient attention given to evaluating the“cost realism” of the projects. Consider

the case of India: a recent survey of schools in the state of Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar

Pradesh, and Rajasthan [34], shows that 63% of the schools have no functional roofs,

58% have no drinking water, 89% have no functioning toilet, 27% have no blackboards,

and 8% have none of the above! The high cost of a large-scale conventional “wire-the-

schools” attempt must be carefully weighed against these pressing basic needs. Priority-

setting and cost/benefit analysis is crucial [41]. Keeping the per-student expenditure down

would allow our system to eventually scale up to encompass a greater number of schools

and students. The Postmanet provides a realistic, cost-effective connectivity mechanism

for rural and remote areas and can enable distance learning systems to be built to serve

these regions.

We have built such a distance learning system, called the “Digital StudyHall,” which

aims to “connect” resource-starved schools in rural India to well-equipped urban schools

so that they may benefit from the better human and content resources available in the

urban environments. A test-deployment of the Digital StudyHall has been set up and

under active use in Lucknow, in the state of Uttar Pradesh, India since June 2005. It

connects “StudyHall,” a highly regarded school in the city of Lucknow to two village

schools and one school for girls from urban slums. The Digital StudyHall, or DSH,
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consists of several components1, one of which is the “Learning eBay.” The Learning

eBay or the “Repository” is a site that connects learners and teaching staff across time and

space; it is analogous to how an auction site matches supplies and demands. Volunteers

and professionals all over the world may contribute content, monitor remote mediation-

based classroom sessions; communicate with each other, other teachers, and students in

discussions on various topics such as pedagogy research. Students and staff with limited

experience or resources may tap into this site to augment their learning. Such a site

would allow volunteers (potentially from overseas) to makeflexible time and location

commitments. The site is headquartered at the StudyHall school in Lucknow in our

pilot deployment. People all over the world with conventional network access can access

the site via the web. People who have limited or no conventional network access, such

as those in the village schools that the Digital StudyHall serves, access the site via the

Postmanet.

We discuss more details of the Digital StudyHall in Chapter 3.The Digital StudyHall

figures prominently in this thesis because: (1) it demonstrates the kind of compelling

and exciting applications that the Postmanet approach enables; and (2) our preliminary

experience with this application in the real world has allowed us to gain significant insight

into the type of systems support challenges that we must address to fully realize the

potential of the Postmanet approach. We discuss these issues in the following subsections.

1The other major components of DSH include EdTV—a mechanism that uses cheap TVs as “networked
thin client displays” to address the “display problem” in village schools: the problem of not having enough
computer displays for all students to see clearly; and a platform for conducting mediation-based pedagogy
research. More details can be found in [66].
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1.3 Postmanet-enabled HTTP

Web browsers are becoming increasingly popular application development platforms,

especially for services accessible or sharable over networks. A browser-based user expe-

rience is also one that non-sophisticated users (includingeven the rural audience that we

target in our distance learning application) have been exposed to or can get accustomed

to quickly. Browser-based usage experiences, despite theirdeceptively simple interfaces,

can provide rich functionalities effected by sophisticated server-side scripts. Once we

“crack the code” of making a browser-based interface work ontop of the Postmanet by

providing an application-neutral API, we might be able to more easily enable a rich set

of additional applications (such as email and file sharing) with our Postmanet-based ap-

proach. For these reasons, we have made a conscious decisionof engineering the Digital

StudyHall application with a browser-based interface, which, in turn, is designed to work

on top of an application-neutral Postmanet API. In additionto the ease of use and the

potential payoff of generalizing to other applications, anadditional reason for making the

Digital StudyHall application accessible through a browser-based interface is that such an

interface provides a natural way of integrating the Postmanet-based communication and

traditional web-based communication, because the DigitalStudyHall repository is meant

to be accessible via both the postal system and the conventional Internet.

The considerations described above are from the point of view of user experiences.

From the point of view of implementation ease, it is also natural to first consider a

browser-based interface for accessing Postmanet-enabledservices. The http protocol

provides well-defined request/reply communication points; and there are well-established

precedents of using techniques (such as mirroring, caching, and offline browsing) to deal

with traditional communication difficulties (such as disconnection, poor bandwidth, or
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mobility). Such precedents are a natural inspiration for usto consider when we begin to

design an asynchronous communication subsystem built on top of the Postmanet.

Despite the seeming simplicity of browser-based interfaces and the existence of prece-

dent techniques of supporting limited operations during communication failures, building

an application-neutral Postmanet layer is not as simple as it may appear at first. “Mar-

shaling” and “unmarshaling” request and response messagesonto and from movable

storage media is only one of the most obvious responsibilities of such a layer. Providing a

coherent and application-neutral client cache that is refreshed by the Postmanet is another

example responsibility of this layer. Making such functionalities work is much more

complicated than what traditional mirroring or offline-browsing techniques can support.

An offline browser relies on a traditional communication link to be restored at some

point in time; while a Postmanet-supported browser, in the absence of a complementing

LLLB link, is never connected via a conventional network. Furthermore, during dis-

connections, offline browsing has no provision of supporting interaction with server-side

scripts. This is a handicap that a Postmanet-enabled browser application must address.

In our approach, we address it by explicitly migrating some code (as well as data) from

the “server” to the “clients” so the client browsers continue to function in absence of

any conventional connectivity. As code is updated on the server side over time, there

also needs to be a systematic mechanism of transmitting codeupdates to the client side.

Furthermore, in a traditional mirroring system, only data updates at the server are trans-

mitted to their mirrors. In our system, we must allow each client to contribute data back

to a repository. As one can see, the level of systems support that we need to enable

a Postmanet-enabled browser application is considerably more sophisticated than what

traditional caching, mirroring, and offline-browsing techniques can provide.
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The desired level of systems support does not stop at the software issues described

above; there are also mechanical and hardware considerations. A traditional web server

handles incoming/outgoing messages from/to many web clients. In a similar vein, a

Postmanet-enabled server should be able to handle incoming/outgoing movable storage

media (such as DVDs) sent from/destined to many Postmanet-enabled client browsers.

The question we pose is how one should handle the mechanical aspects of DVD pro-

cessing. A naive answer is to have a human operator sit next tothe server, and the

operator’s sole job is inserting/removing DVDs into/from DVD drives all day. This naive

approach is obviously tedious, slow, expensive and does notscale well. Our approach is

to employ off-the-shelf “DVD publishers” (or “DVD robots”). The originally intended

purpose of these DVD robots was mass-duplication (for mass-advertising campaigns, for

example). We have adapted these DVD robots in our system for very different purposes:

we programmatically control the DVD robots to read or generate stacks of customized

DVDs as the Postmanet-enabled web server handles incoming or outgoing data. This is

a key innovation that allows us to significantly reduce the level of human intervention

needed to keep the system running.

The recurring theme of the necessity of providing systems support that can make the

Postmanet general, transparent, efficient, and scalable isbest illustrated by our innovative

use of the DVD robots: in terms of generality, the DVD robots should be resources

that can be exploited by any application; in terms of transparency, the integration of the

robots into the communication processes minimizes non-transparent human involvement;

in terms of efficiency, the robots can process DVDs more quickly and more cheaply; and

in terms of scalability, a robotically-aided Postmanet server should be able to handle

many more Postmanet clients.
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What we have seen in this subsection is that though appealing,making a browser-

based application work on top of the Postmanet requires non-trivial systems support in

terms of both software and hardware, whose level of sophistication is quite likely beyond

what most browser-based application programmers can or should handle. We dub the

layer of systems software that handles the responsibilities discussed in this subsection

PHTTP, and we discuss it in greater detail in Chapter 4.

1.4 Routing

In the “routing problem,” we ask how data travels from the sender to the receiver in the

Postmanet. As we shall see, the answer needs to be a lot more sophisticated than “leave

it to the postal system.”

In our first deployment of the Digital StudyHall application, content produced by the

urban headquarters school, the Study Hall school, is sent toseveral surrounding village

and slum schools. The arrangement forms a simple hub-and-spokes model, where the

resource-rich urban school is the hub, and the resource-poor village and slum schools are

the spokes. Any communication in the system is “routed” through the database at the

hub, so, for example, when Village A needs to send content to Village B, Village A sends

the information to the headquarters school, which, in turn,forwards the information to

Village B.

This simple arrangement has some important advantages. On any particular day,

regardless how many other sites Village A desires to communicate with, it only needs

to send the hub site a single outgoing movable storage device, which contains all the

data destined for the multiple intended receivers. And similarly, regardless how many

sites Village B receives data from on any given day, it receives from the hub site a
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single incoming storage device, which contains all the dataoriginating from the multiple

senders. The hub site is responsible for de-multiplexing data from incoming storage

devices and re-multiplexing data onto outgoing devices. (In this way, the space on any

storage device is also well utilized, and if the data that needs to be communicated exceeds

the capacity of a single device, we may simply use more devices than one.) Minimizing

the number of storage devices that must be handled by each site in this manner provides

significant convenience to all those involved.

The question is how we intend to scale up the system to includemany more villages,

from a “networking” point of view, where the villages may desire to communicate with

each other. A single hub-based solution has obvious disadvantages. The single hub can

easily become a bottleneck. And when a pair of communicatingvillages are close to each

other, the mandatory intermediate hop through the hub, which can be far away, introduces

unnecessary extra delay. If we consider the DVDs transported by the postal system as the

rough equivalent of the wires in a conventional network, thesimple hub-and-spoke model

is analogous to a star-shaped network, with its known limitations.

This is an important question that is more generally relevant to the underlying Post-

manet system than the special case of the Digital StudyHall application built on top of it.

To circumvent the disadvantage of a single bottleneck in thestar network, an alternative

model is to require individual communicating parties in thePostmanet to send storage

media directly to each other, so, for example, Village A prepares an outgoing DVD for

Village B and a separate one for Village C. In this direct “peer-to-peer” approach, we

are essentially leaving the routing problem to the postal system. In terms of the DVD

versus wire analogy, this peer-to-peer approach is roughlyequivalent to a “complete

graph,” which provides a one-hop wire betweenany pair of nodes in the system. Such

a complete graph, while not being limited by a single bottleneck, has a well-known
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scalability problem too: anN-node system requiresN2 wires, or, in the case if this

approach is used by the Postmanet, as many asN2 DVDs that are exchanged on any

given day. Each site is forced to handle a large number of storage media, and each of

which may contain only a small amount of data.

To address the deficiencies of both the “star network” and the“complete graph” in

our search for a good Postmanet routing approach, we again consider an analogy in

conventional networking. In a conventional network, a message sent by an end host

travels through a number of intermediate “routers” inside the “network” before it is finally

delivered to the intended receiver. By employing multiple routers, this approach does not

suffer from the problem of a single bottleneck in the star network. And by allowing the

wires to be shared by multiple pairs of end nodes, this approach does not suffer from the

problem ofN2 wires in a complete graph.

The Postmanet equivalent of this intermediate router-based approach is the use of

what we call “data distribution centers.” An end host of the Postmanet only directly

interacts with the closest data distribution center as the end host sends/receives movable

storage media to/from the data distribution center. As is the case in the star network,

each end host sends at most one storage device and receives atmost one device per

postman visit. Each data distribution center performs “gather-scatter” operations as it

“gathers” data from the incoming storage devices sent by multiple senders, and recopies

(or “scatters”) data onto multiple outgoing storage devices, destined to next-hop data

distribution centers (or end hosts). If we carefully choosethe number and location of the

data distribution centers, a minimum number of data distribution centers should share the

load evenly, while minimizing the total delay experienced by data as it is forwarded on

movable storage devices from one intermediate data distribution center to the next.
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Such data distribution centers in the Postmanet can take on several forms. Ideally,

they should be embedded inside the existing postal system for maximum efficiency, as

mechanical routing (via physical transportation vehicles) and digital routing (via gather-

scatter data copies) are carried out by the same organization, so that these two types of

routing can be optimized in an integrated fashion with full information of both.

Alternatively, these data distribution centers can be parallel structures set up inde-

pendent of the existing postal system; and they may (or may not) choose to leverage the

existing postal system simply as a transport vehicle among themselves. This second alter-

native of setting up a network of data distribution centers as a Postmanet data forwarding

mechanism independent of the existing postal system has a particularly appealing practi-

cal synergy with respect to the Digital StudyHall application built on top of the underlying

Postmanet system: these data distribution centers in the underlying Postmanet become

co-located with content production hubs in the Digital StudyHall application, each of

which is responsible for working closely with the poor spokeschools in its vicinity,

producing content meaningful for the local context, monitoring the progress of the spoke

schools, in addition to acting as intermediate data forwarding agents for the rest of the

network.

A third alternative is to require Postmanet end host nodes toshoulder some of the

responsibilities otherwise taken by the data distributioncenters. For example, a disc

sent from Village A to Village B may contain data destined forboth Village B and

Village C, and therefore, Village B is required to pass the disc onto Village C. This

is analogous to the use of end hosts in a conventional networkas “overlay routers.”

This approach has some important advantages. First, it may reduce the need for many

strategically well-placed data distribution centers. Second, it reduces the number of discs

any one site may need to handle in absence of well-placed datadistribution centers: in
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the simple example above, Village A sends out only one outgoing disc despite the fact it

desires to communicate with two destination villages (B andC). A good “overlay routing”

algorithm in the context of forwarding discs in the Postmanet, however, is a non-trivial

problem. If we do not exercise sufficient care, a node may be forced to handle too many

discs (destined either to itself or others), or data may be forwarded across too many

postal hops (thus lengthening overall delay), just to name afew of the possible problems.

Existing ad hoc routing strategies [43, 48, 27, 47, 55] are not adequate for our purposes.

Unlike ad hoc or sensor networks, the Postmanet routing challenge is not route discovery

but route selection. More specifically, the task we face is not to discovera route through

a small number of neighbor nodes in an ad hoc network; instead, our task is toselect

a route in a complete graph whereall routes are possible, subject to constraints such as

end-to-end latencies and the numbers of discs handled per node.

From the preceding, we can conclude that an ideal Postmanet routing mechanism

should possess the following characteristics: (1) it can accommodate a large number of

simultaneous Postmanet communicators without requiring asite to handle many mobile

storage devices per postman visit; (2) it has end-to-end message propagation latencies

that are close to those provided by the postal system; (3) it does not require an expensive

infrastructure other than the existing postal system; (4) it does not burden Postmanet

nodes in an unbalanced manner with data copying tasks that are beyond their own com-

munication needs; and (5) it is robust when faced with misbehaving Postmanet end users.

Some of these goals are unique to the Postmanet. These goals often conflict with each

other and we need to strike a proper balance among them. Good routing solutions form an

important part of the system support that is essential in order for the Postmanet to achieve

its generality, transparency, efficiency, and scalabilitygoals. We discuss our solutions to

the routing problem in chapter 5.
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1.5 A Message Passing API and Its Implementation

As discussed in the previous subsections, our example Postmanet application, the Digital

StudyHall system, is built on top of the PHTTP layer, which provides systems support

for browser-based Postmanet applications. During about seven months of production

use by testbed schools in India, PHTTP and the Digital StudyHall have allowed us to

gain experience and insight into some unique challenges presented by the Postmanet that

should be addressed.

In a conventional “always-on” network, data transmission may be on-demand and

continuous. In an asynchronous communication mechanism like the Postmanet, however,

upon the receipt of an incoming storage device, the data receiver may face the sudden

arrival of a large amount of data. For example, each MPEG4 model lesson video used

in the Digital StudyHall system is typically 200-500 MB in size. An incoming DVD

received by a participating village school may contain around a dozen such videos; and

the hub school may receive DVDs filled with monitoring videoscaptured at dozens of

spoke schools. Naturally, the operators and teachers frequently desire to quickly gain

access to a coherent view of the database with the new incoming data integrated. A

naive solution that forces the operator to wait while the system is busy copying many

gigabytes of data from incoming storage devices into the local database can be frustrating.

The challenge is to devise a system that permits operations on a coherent database view

whose data may be spread across multiple storage devices, some of which are the movable

storage media being copied.

Some of the village schools participating in the Digital StudyHall system are closer

to urban centers and have cellphone signal coverage, which can be exploited as the LLLB

channel that complements the HLHB postal channel. (In India, receipt of incoming
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cellphone calls is free. It is possible to establish a Postmanet LLLB link by exploiting

this payment policy, thus minimizing the cost.) While the bulk data of the recorded

lesson videos distributed by the Digital StudyHall must be carried by the postal link,

smaller data elements, which include both control messagesand data items, can be more

effectively carried by the cellular link. Examples includereceipt acknowledgements or

negative acknowledgements, metadata, “abstracts,” or “excerpts” detailing what content

is available at each site, requests for data, search requests and results, systems logs

and other monitoring information, and trouble-shooting queries and responses. Our

experience indicates that we may significantly improve the user experience if these small

messages are carried by a complementing alternative LLLB link instead of relying on

the HLHB postal link. For places that lack cellular coverage, we are exploring the use

of ham radios. The communication software on top, though, should be neutral to the

choice of the physical connectivity mechanism underlying the LLLB link. Making the

Postmanet system, and more generally, the distributed database on top of it, work on

multiple underlying connectivity mechanisms simultaneously is another challenge.

In an asynchronous communication system, there can be significant delay between the

time when a message is sent and the time when the message is consumed and acted upon

by the receiver. During this delay, the message can be at any one of many possible loca-

tions, including in-transit locations somewhere “inside”the network, while circumstances

could have changed to make continuing the delivery of the message no longer necessary.

For example, the sender might have changed his or her mind andwould like an “undo”

or “cancel” operation; or alternatively, later operations(such as repeated rewrites of the

same data) could have made earlier operations (such as the earlier writes) unnecessary as

“coalescing” or “consolidation” of multiple messages should occur during the transit of

multiple messages. Simple examples in the Digital StudyHall system include cases where
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newly updated versions of class videos make earlier in-transit incarnations obsolete. Such

undo or coalesce operations are less critical in a conventional network where the typical

in-transit time is small. In a “network” like the Postmanet,the opposite is true; and

depending on the application, a large fraction of the trafficcould fall into this category.

These undo or coalesce operations are not only useful for performance reasons; but also

desirable from the point of view of user functionality.

In the Postmanet, storage devices play the role of wires in a traditional network.

Not much “data structure” beyond a sequence of bytes is employed on a wire. In con-

trast, there exists a large body of research examining how careful design of on-disk

data structures can significantly improve the performance of traditional file systems.

What data structures we should employ for the movable storagedevices used in the

Postmanet system and what access interfaces we should support are natural questions.

The functionalities that the Postmanet discs need to support straddle those required of

traditional wires and traditional storage devices: they need to support both efficient

sequential copying (based on temporal ordering) and efficient non-sequential access (as

operator actions at end hosts result in selective access to the movable storage devices

before their data is fully integrated into the end host store).

The challenges described above: the massive data size that is involved, the long delays

associated with both in-transit times and copying latencies, the need for undo or coalesce

operations, the need for employing intelligent data structures on the movable storage

devices, are unique to the Postmanet system underlying an application like the Digital

StudyHall. Even just from a performance point of view, as an example, the need of

an intelligent system-level data copier that can exploit its knowledge of storage device

layout, that can support and coordinate needs from multipleapplications, is a non-trivial

challenge. Addressing these challenges, a task that is morecomplex and more general
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than that should be left to individual application programmers, is yet another important

part of the systems support that we need in order to achieve the generality, transparency,

efficiency, and scalability goals of the Postmanet system.

In this part of the study, we have chosen to experiment with a different software layer

than the PHTTP layer, for several reasons. One is that PHTTP is designed to support

browser-based applications, and for this part of the study,we desire to provide a lower-

level interface that provides us a greater degree of flexibility. As a result, in this part

of the study, we gain the freedom of being able to design a new API as a first step of

addressing the issues discussed in this subsection. We discuss this API, dubbedpnet0,

and its implementation in Chapter 6.

1.6 Thesis Contributions

We summarize the main contributions of this thesis: (1) inventing the approach of turn-

ing the postal system into a generic and transparent digitalnetwork, the Postmanet;

(2) demonstrating a compelling and sophisticated real-world example application, the

Digital StudyHall; (3) exposing the systems support needs that are critical to meeting

the generality, transparency, efficiency, and scalabilitygoals of the Postmanet, including

those related to end point APIs and infrastructural support(such as routing); (4) devising

and evaluating a number of practical solutions to these systems support problems, in the

forms of the PHTTP and pnet0 APIs, and the various routing algorithms that are based

on leveraging data distribution centers and peer-to-peer forwarding, and must account for

unconventional Postmanet-specific routing metrics. We do not claim that the practical

solutions that we have devised are optimal. Instead, we see them as first-cut enabling

building blocks that allow us to demonstrate the feasibility and power of the Postmanet
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approach, especially in terms of its potential in bringing about positive changes in im-

poverished regions of the world.
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Chapter 2

Postmanet: Usage and Applications

An important goal of ours is to make the Postmanet as transparent as a conventional

network channel for a user. One way of better understanding this transparency is to

visualize a box that is similar to a small conventional home network router: it allows

several home computers to share a wide area Internet connection. A Postmanet router (or

aP-router, illustrated in Figure 2.1) is just such a box with one or moreslots for inserting

mobile storage media such as DVDs.

LAN

WAN

Figure 2.1: A Postmanet router.
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During the day, a user of the Postmanet router simply uses hisapplications in a way

that is entirely oblivious of the presence of the Postmanet.Instead of always forcing

outgoing data through a weak wide-area network, however, the P-router writes some of

the outgoing data to a mobile storage media. The types of storage media used may include

write-once or read-write DVDs, flash memory cards, or hard disks. We shall generally

refer to these storage devices asP-disks. At the end of the day, the Postmanet router box

automatically spits out an outgoing P-disk filled with some data. An outgoing P-disk,

after being ejected from a P-router, is picked up by a postmanfor delivery via the postal

system. The postman may also drop off an incoming P-disk. Theuser does not have

to manually inspect or process the content of the P-disk in any way: he just inserts the

P-disk into a slot in the Postmanet router box. From that point on, the user continues to

use his applications in an oblivious way, and the P-disk’s data appears on a user computer

as if it had arrived from a conventional WAN.

The details of this imaginary Postmanet router box can vary.The box may not

necessarily be a dedicated physical device: the user home computer may shoulder the

task or it could be a box shared by an entire neighborhood placed next to the regular

mailboxes of the community. The number of P-disks picked up and dropped off by the

postman per visit may vary. The Postmanet router box may or may not be complemented

by a conventional wide-area network connection. The box mayor may not be shared by

multiple users. While all these details may vary, a constant is the transparency feature:

the fact that the user’s direct manual interaction with the box is limited to the insertion

and removal of one or more P-disks per postman visit.

We emphasize here that when we say that the P-router’s function in the Postmanet is

equivalent to that of a conventional router in a conventional network, we do not mean that

it provides the same interface to applications and user experience as a conventional router.
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We do not mean that existing applications can run unmodified over the Postmanet. The P-

router provides an API which the application developers useto make the user experience

work. The transparency, in other words, is from the user’s point of view and not from the

point of view of theexistingapplications. The Postmanet and the applications work in

conjunction to provide users with an experience similar to that of the equivalent existing

applications that only use the conventional network.

2.1 Postmanet Router Challenges

The P-router must perform several “system level” tasks to provide a generic and transpar-

ent interface and efficient performance. We now examine someof the challenges involved

and the opportunities that can be exploited to perform thesetasks.

2.1.1 Simultaneous Exploitation of the Internet

The Postmanet can be very valuable in absence of any traditional connectivity. With the

aid of an LLLB connection such as a phone modem, however, the Postmanet becomes

even more powerful and interesting. However, the applications should not have to worry

about which of the Postmanet channels (LLLB or HLHB) to use to meet the users’

needs; when data arrives at a Postmanet receiver via the postal system, for example,

the receiver should send an acknowledgement back to the sender over the Internet. This

may further cause the sender to discard a local data copy thatmay have been saved for

potential retransmission. More generally, the sender system may choose between the

LLLB Internet and the HLHB Postal network based on factors such as the amount of data

to be sent and the desired arrival time. Indeed, the system may choose to use the LLLB

and HLHB channels in parallel. Portions of a large data object may start to incrementally
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arrive at the receiver over the Internet, while the completeobject arrives later over the

postal network. At the application level, multiple versions of a data item may be prepared:

for example, a low resolution version is shipped over the LLLB Internet, while a high

resolution version is shipped simultaneously via the HLHB Postal network. Multiple

versions of the data may “race” against each other as they progress in the two different

“networks,” so we can trade off metrics such as quality, latency, and availability. If the

Internet is “max’ed out,” the system needs to carefully prioritize what is sent through

the Internet connection. One way of looking at this problem is to view the Internet

connection as a “cache” of the Postmanet connection: the former is a faster (latency-

wise), smaller (bandwidth and capacity-wise), and sometimes more expensive alternative

that provides comparable functionalities. The question ishow to use this scarce resource

in an appropriate way.

2.1.2 Liberal Exploitation of Excess Capacity

In addition to possibly sending redundant data simultaneously over the Internet and the

Postmanet, we may also proactively replicate data in the Postmanet. For example, as

multiple P-disks are sent between a sender-receiver pair onsuccessive days, we may

liberally replicate outgoing data of earlier days on outgoing devices sent on later days.

In cases where a single P-disk is delayed or lost due to accidents in the postal system,

the replicated data on subsequently arriving devices is just a day away, so we can avoid

unnecessary long end-to-end retransmission delays. The opportunity to liberally “waste”

plentiful resources (storage capacity) to optimize for more difficult metrics (lower latency

or better reliability) needs to be carefully managed however.
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One possible factor that may constrain the liberal copying of data onto a P-disk at the

sender is available time. If the P-disks being used can be written to incrementally, we

may not need to wait till shortly before the arrival of the postman to begin writing to the

device in a long burst – continuous background copying couldhave occurred throughout

the day. At the application level, if a later sending event should supersede earlier ones

(because, for example, only the freshest version of an updated object needs to be sent),

the system would take care of excluding from the P-disk obsolete data that is sent earlier.

Also, the “wasting” of storage capacity has to be done intelligently. Once a data item has

reached its destination, the still in-transit copies of thedata should be discarded and the

reclaimed space reused.

2.1.3 Handling Datagram Limitations

The limitations of postal system datagram delivery are exacerbated by our aggressive

exploitation of the Internet and the excess capacity. At thesystems level, for example, due

to proactive replication or premature retransmission by the sender, either across multiple

P-disks, or across the Internet and the postal system, the receiver may need to discard

the duplicates. Multiple P-disks may have been delivered bythe postal system out-of-

order; and data delivered by the postal system and by the Internet may arrive out-of-order.

Similar issues may occur at the application level also. For example, even in absence of

duplicates or out-of-order delivery, the receiver application may discover that some of the

newly arriving data is no longer needed due to application-specific reasons. In all these

cases, the system must exercise care not to unnecessarily copy or use obsolete data. This

is especially relevant due to our general approach of liberally “wasting” storage capacity
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in an effort to optimize for other metrics—this “wastage” needs to be checked by cleverly

combining application-specific intelligence with Postmanet’s transport-level algorithms.

2.1.4 Security and Other Issues

Security is another issue that the Postmanet must deal with.The receiver may desire to

ensure that (1) the incoming P-disk is from a sender whom it iswilling to receive data

from; (2) the sender identity is not forged; (3) the data has not been tampered with; and

(4) data that should have been private is not disclosed to eavesdroppers. The sender may

need to compute fingerprints and/or encrypt data on outgoingP-disks. A P-router should

be able to authenticate a shoot-down request as being legitimate.

In addition to resolving transport-level issues, we also need to provide easy-to-use

APIs. Programming models similar to existing asynchronouscommunication models

[64] and the programming languages built on top of them [10] may be desirable. Under

these models, handler codes associated with messages are asynchronously executed upon

arrival of the messages to incorporate the newly arriving data into ongoing computations.

Applications can be granted direct access to the data contained on the P-disk to make data

copying out of the mobile storage device potentially unnecessary. For read-only P-disk

media, copy-on-write techniques may be necessary.

Many of the issues described above, such as retransmission,handling out-of-order

delivery, suppressing duplicates, and minimizing data copies, bear a resemblance to those

that one must deal with in traditional communication networks. In the context of the

Postmanet, however, not only are these problems further complicated by our aggressive

exploitation of the Internet and the excess capacity, it is also the case that the boundary

between storage and networks is blurred. The latency and theamount of data involved
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in a “packet” (i.e., a P-disk) can be many orders of magnitudegreater than those of

a traditional network packet. This makes the problem as mucha distributed storage

problem as a networking problem.

2.2 Applications That Can Benefit From Postmanet

We now consider possible applications that can benefit from utilizing the Postmanet

network. The following example applications share at leasttwo common themes: (1)

their bandwidth demands can far exceed those that can be met by a traditional wide-area

network; and (2) these applications can benefit from thesimultaneousexploitation of the

HLHB Postmanet and the LLLB Internet.

• Distance learning.In addition to multimedia teaching material that is being dissem-

inated by teacher sites to students over the HLHB Postmanet,the students may submit

content such as digitized homework for grading over the Postmanet, and the resulting

teacher feedback may be sent back over the Postmanet again. Smaller network messages

such as teachers’ synchronous commands controlling the real-time playing of teaching

material at students’ sites may be transmitted over the LLLBInternet. We discuss one

such distance learning application, called “The Digital StudyHall,” in detail in chapter 3.

• Email with large attachments.For example, one may be able to send large home movie

files via email. This application may take advantage of the LLLB Internet by sending the

small message body over it, while the large attachments travel over the HLHB Postmanet.

(Certain extra UI features are needed to deal with the decoupled arrival.)

• Web pointing to or embedded with large data objects.These large data objects may

include audio, video, programs, and models. To avoid the need of client-side browser

modification, one can employ a Postmanet-aware client-sideproxy. Small data items,
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such as top-level html pages, can be retrieved over the LLLB Internet (to ensure their

freshness). Large data objects that are pulled or pushed over the HLHB Postmanet can be

placed in a client-side cache. The client-side proxy may poll over the LLLB Internet to

check the freshness of the cached data. There are two possibilities for the server side: the

content publisher is either Postmanet-aware or not. A Postmanet-aware content publisher

program may respond to client “subscription” requests by sending them large data items

over the Postmanet. For a content publisher site that is not Postmanet-aware, a possible

way for its large data items to reach poorly-connected clients is via a well-connected third

party thatis Postmanet-aware: this third party would retrieve large data items from the

original content publisher over a conventional network andrepackage them to send to

poorly-connected subscribing clients over the Postmanet.

• Remote file system mirroring for sharing and/or backup.Large amounts of newly

written file data can be transmitted to a remote mirror site over the HLHB Postmanet.

Users at this remote mirror site who desire to read up-to-date versions of the files may

use the LLLB Internet to check freshness of the mirror. Also,the P-disks sent over the

HLHB Postmanet, if not the rewritable kind that are immediately erased and reused, can

be safely stored in a vault and act as an additioinal archivaldata copy, providing additional

data reliability or reducing the number of hard disks that are needed to guarantee a certain

degree of reliability.

• Peer-to-peer file sharing.Large media files are excellent candidates for transmission

over the HLHB Postmanet. The small messages generated by foreground file searches

or background announcements of sites’ contents can still use the LLLB Internet. Note

that the use of the Postmanet is orthogonal to the choice of the overall file sharing system

architecture, which can be based on either centralized metadata servers or entirely decen-

tralized alternatives. Copyright protection concerns can be addressed by incorporating
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Digital Rights Management (DRM) techniques [2] and the Postmanet should be neutral

to such concerns, just as a traditional network is.

• Video “almost on-demand.”A shortcoming of the existing online DVD movie rental

businesses is the multi-day latency elapsed between the time a request is submitted over

the Internet and the time the desired movie arrives via the postal system. In an al-

ternative model, subject to customer permission, the rental company could proactively

push encrypted movies to participating customers without necessarily having received

explicit requests. These may include recommended movies based on customers’ rental

history, popular movies, and new releases. At the current rate of storage density and

price improvement, it would be very reasonable to assume multi-terabyte hard disks filled

with hundreds or even thousands of movies being employed by the HLHB Postmanet.

Large encrypted libraries of movies can accumulate on participating customers’ local

storage devices. To view a movie, a customer would purchase adecryption key on-

demand from the rental company over the LLLB Internet and gain access to a locally

stored and encrypted selection instantaneously. Again, emerging DRM technologies

such as Microsoft’s Palladium [2] should be able to prevent unauthorized dissemination

of decrypted content or other usage that is outside a contract. For example, such a

DRM contract may restrict the number of times that a movie can be played for a certain

payment.

• Publish/subscribe systems for other types of content.The above video “almost on-

demand” application can be generalized to disseminate manyother types of content in

a generic publish/subscribe system. The types of content may include music, TV and

radio programs, newspapers, magazines and store catalogs (with richer presentation),

software releases and updates, and public lectures given atuniversities. The possibilities

enabled by an inexpensive communication channel with practically infinite bandwidth
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can be vast. While it is possible to develop and maintain individual solutions for different

types of content, the presence of agenericPostmanet infrastructure that is available to all

applications makes the approach more attractive.

In the above discussion of example applications, we have seen how we can exploit the

simultaneous use of the HLHB Postmanet and the LLLB Internet. The availability of an

LLLB Internet, however, is not absolutely necessary for thefunctioning of the HLHB

Postmanet. For example, a user may receive a large digital catalog of Amazon.com

via the Postmanet, browse the catalog and place purchase orders “off-line,” and send

back the orders via the Postmanet (instead of via an Internetconnection, had it been

available). This arrangement is especially useful for places such as isolated remote

regions in developing countries where even dialup connections are not always available.

(Yes, even the economically disadvantaged have purchasingpower, and it is often useful

being able to transact with sources outside of their confinedneighborhoods that may offer

limited choices and/or artificially inflated prices[51].)

Although we have called the postal link a “high latency” channel, we note, once

again, that by exploiting the plentiful storage capacity and bandwidth of the Postmanet,

it can be possible to mask its high latency. The video “almoston-demand” example is

particularly illustrative: by liberally disseminating content that may never be actually

used by users who receive it, a publisher who uses the HLHB channel can, perhaps

ironically, create the illusion of instantaneous on-demand access for content thatis used.

This theme of deliberately “wasting” plentiful resources to optimize for scarce resources

will be revisited in other aspects of the functioning of the Postmanet.
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Chapter 3

The Digital StudyHall

The Digital StudyHall is a substantial example applicationof the Postmanet system. It

is a distance learning system that aims to “connect” resource-starved “spoke” schools in

rural India to resource-rich “hub” schools in urban environments, so that the poor rural

schools can benefit from the better human, content, and methodology resources available

in the better equipped counterparts in cities (Figure 3.1).A database located in a good hub

school at the center collects digital content such as recordings of live classes taught by the

best teachers, coursewares and course materials. These materials are transmitted to the

surrounding rural schools, where the students and teachersutilize them to improve their

learning. The rural schools may submit locally created materials (such as student projects

and recordings of their own lessons recorded for monitoringand feedback purposes) to

the hub database. And the hub school may send out further feedback. As all these schools

are benefiting from the same high-quality digital “diet,” our hope is that this continuous

digital dialog would narrow the urban/rural, private/public, rich/poor school gaps. The

pervasive, cheap, high-bandwidth connectivity provided by the Postmanet is unmatched

by any other connectivity option available today or in the foreseeable future in rural India.
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Figure 3.1: The hub-and-spoke model. An digital database inan urban school is “networked” with a
number of village counterparts to improve rural education.

3.1 A Network of Hubs and Spokes

Over time, we would like to scale up the system to bring in morevillages, more schools,

and more children. Our approach to our scale-up goals is to build a network of hubs

and spokes (Figure 3.2). A hub is typically located in a center of teaching excellence in

an urban area; and its purpose is to “radiate” locally relevant content and methodology

into the slum and village schools in its neighborhood. The multiple hubs are themselves

networked with each other. In addition to the postal links, unlike the village schools, the

hub schools typically also have access to broadband connectivity, although the available

broadband bandwidth is still much smaller than that is required if one were to attempt to

directly transmit the multimedia content on the broadband connections. Out of this set

of initially disjoint hub databases, we would like to join them together into a coherent

distributed database, not unlike some of the existing peer-to-peer file sharing systems
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Figure 3.2: A network of hubs and spokes. Each of the networked centers of excellence in urban settings
“radiate” content and methodology into their neighborhoodvillage and slum schools.

such as Gnutella [19]. Of course, the added challenge in our case is that our system is

built on top of two different types of underlying connectivity technologies.

This model of a network of hubs and spokes is appealing from the points of view of

networking, systems, and non-technical considerations. First, at the lowest level, from

the networking perspective, each of the hubs acts as a Postmanet data distribution center

(P-center), a role that is analogous to the routers and switches in a conventional network.

They constitute parts of a scalable routing infrastructurethat allows an end node in a

village or a slum school to effectively communicate with therest of the Postmanet nodes.

Each end node sends to and receives from only the hub that is closest to it. A hub

de-multiplexes data from incoming P-disks and re-multiplexes them onto outgoing P-

disks, destined for other hubs, which, in turn, forward dataonto the spoke nodes attached

directly to them. Just as the wires and the switches in a conventional interconnected

network (or Internet) that shoulder traffic between many possible pairs of end hosts, the
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P-disks and the P-centers become shared resources, so we minimize the number of P-

disks that need to be handled by any site, within the constraints of end-to-end latency and

P-center load requirements.

Second, from the point of view of a peer-to-peer file sharing system, the model of a

network of hubs and spokes is appealing, as it provides a large degree of flexibility in

terms of addressing questions such as where data is physically stored, how many copies

are kept, from which site to get the data from if one does not have it locally. The resolution

of such questions is vastly simplified due to the presence of the “second link,” the LLLB

broadband link among the hubs.

Third, from the point of view of education content production and sharing, the model

of a network of hubs and spokes allows us to strike a proper balance between the need of

locally relevant content and a powerful “network effect” asgood content and practice can

become widely shared. The need of ensuring local relevance is particularly important in

India, as each region has its own unique local language, and almost all the government

public schools conduct almost all their instructions usingthe local dialect. On the other

hand, mastery of English is a particularly sought-after skill because it can open many

more doors in terms of employment opportunities. In general, a good command of

English is an empowering tool in India. But there is an acute shortage of village teachers

who can speak any English at all. This is an example of a subject that can benefit from

the wide spread of good content and pedagogy made possible byeasy sharing across a

network of many hubs.

Fourth, the model of a network of hubs and spokes is also appealing from the point

of view of fruitful collaboration between the Digital StudyHall (DSH) project and the

various non-government educational organizations (NGOs). We have had enthusiastic

responses from virtually every educational organization that we have discussed with. The
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decentralized arrangement of a network of hubs and spokes empowers the existing NGOs

to amplify their reach and voice. DSH does what it does best: providing the plumbing of

an effective communication infrastructure; and the NGOs dowhat they do best: working

with total freedom on educational content, pedagogy, and communicating with people;

so DSH and the NGOs are helping out each other in a very synergistic relationship.

The NGOs are enthusiastic in joining the DSH network and making it successful, not

necessarily because they want to make DSH per se successful,but because it magnifies

their ability of doing what they have always wanted to do: reaching more students than

they could have otherwise, with both their own voices and thebest practices they get from

colleagues elsewhere.

Even at this early stage of the Digital StudyHall development, we are already actively

working on establishing multiple hubs, beyond our first pilot hub in Lucknow. The

impetus is that we would like to involve the parallel effortsin content production and

pedagogy research by other NGOs as early as possible. By the end of this year (2006),

we aim to establish at least five hubs (shown in Figure 3.2): Lucknow, Calcutta, Pune,

Bangalore, and Punjab. Each of these hubs specializes in a different local language: Hindi

in Lucknow, Bengali in Calcutta, Marathi in Pune, Kannada in Bangalore, and Punjabi

in Punjab. We collaborate with existing NGOs in each of thesecases, and they are at

various different stages of development at the time of this writing (May of 2006), with

the Calcutta hub having made the most progress at this time outside our pilot hub in

Lucknow.
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Figure 3.3: The “Learning eBay.” The network of hubs presents a coherent logical view of a single
repository that allows people to collaborate across the network.

3.2 The Learning eBay

While the network of hubs and spokes constitutes thephysicalstructure of a distributed

database,logically, in the longer run, we would like to develop it into a coherentrepos-

itory as well as a meeting place of learners and teaching staff across time and space

(Figure 3.3). Volunteers (who may choose to work for free) and professionals (who may

“teach” on the system for a fee) “plug” themselves into the system to play various roles.

Some may develop teaching materials and make them availableon the site. Some may

use other people’s materials and conduct teaching sessions. Some may grade homework

assignments that students have submitted to the site; the graded results are available for

students to download. Some may conduct virtual “office hours.” Students and staff with

limited experience or resources may tap into this online site to enrich or start their local

schools. It is also a way for teachers to get trained.
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We dub this site a “Learning eBay1,” in the sense that this is a virtual meeting place

and a “market place” that aggregates and matches “supplies”and “demands,” supplies

and demands for educational resources and services. Such a site would allow teaching

professionals and volunteers to make flexible time and location commitments: for ex-

ample, a volunteer can decide to spend perhaps only four hours a week grading some

homework, potentially from his home overseas. This arrangement may allow us to

address the difficult issue of attracting and retaining welltrained and qualified teach-

ing staff in remote regions. It may also allow us to build an education system that is

analogous to an “open source” model, in which legions of content developers all over

the world constantly pool their contributions towards a single coherent repository that

is accessible to all. It may also allow parts of the operations of a traditional school to

be operated based on an “outsourcing” model: for example, homework grading from

villages can be standardized and “outsourced” to a centralized remote location (at Study

Hall in Lucknow, for example). Such an outsourcing model mayaddress staff shortage in

remote areas, ensure uniform and high standards of the outsourced operations, increase

specialization and efficiency.

3.3 The Content Database Interfaces

Having painted the broad strokes of how the “big picture” of the Digital StudyHall

network functions, we now turn to the specifics of the user interfaces faced by operators

at the hubs and at the spoke schools. (We will refer to these asthe “hub interface” and the

“village interface.”) In this section, we discuss only someinterface issues and the user

1While eBay is synonymous with online auctions for the purposeof making money, we use the word to
describe a meeting point for demand and supply for educational content and services. We expect most of
the content on the site to be provided for free.
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experiences, and we leave the implementation issues for later. As far as the interfaces are

concerned, we hope to convey two themes: (1) the interfaces are simple to use; and (2)

they attempt to present a view of the database that is as uniform and coherent as possible,

regardless from where and with what connectivity technology a user attempts to access

the database.

3.3.1 Operation Overview

It is useful to consider the following three dimensions. (1)Who is the operator? We

distinguish between a “hub operator” and a “village operator.” A hub operator has more

complex responsibilities than a village operator. (2) What connectivity technology is the

operator using? An operator could be utilizinglocalhost (i.e., accessing a standalone

machine at the “console”), the Internet, or the Postmanet. (3) Which site is the operator

attempting to communicate to? The answer could be a hub site or a village site. (In the

ideal case in the long run, an operator perhaps should not even be aware of the concept of a

“site,” and this question may become meaningless in the future. In the current incarnation

of our system, however, the operator does need to be aware of which site he or she is

explicitly attempting to influence.)

All the operator actions are carried out through a web browser interface. A hub opera-

tor is greeted with the entrance page shown in Figure 3.4; while a village operator sees the

front page shown in Figure 3.5. The entrance points to the data access interfaces under the

“Data” and “Search” categories are substantially similar in the two interfaces. In terms of

the three dimensions of the types of operations, the following possible combinations are

the most frequently used. (1) A hub operator sits at a hub machine console, and changes

the content of the hub database. (2) A hub operator sits at a remote site, and changes the
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Figure 3.4: The hub operator entrance page.
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Figure 3.5: The village operator entrance page.
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content of the hub database via an Internet connection. (3) Ahub operator sits at a hub

machine console, and initiates communication with a village site via the Postmanet. (4)

A hub operator sits at a hub machine console, and initiates communication with another

hub via the Postmanet. (5) A hub operator sits at a remote site, connects to the hub site

via the Internet, and initiates communication with a village site via the Postmanet. (6) A

hub operator sits at a remote site, connects to the hub site via the Internet, and initiates

communication with another hub site via the Postmanet. (7) Avillage operator sits at a

village machine console, and changes the content of the village database. (8) A village

operator sits at a village machine console, and initiates communication with a hub via

the Postmanet. In the rest of this section, we use the examplenotation of “Fig 3.4-A” to

denote an item that is labeled with the letter A in Figure 3.4.

3.3.2 Data Access

The links labeled as Fig 3.4-A and Fig 3.5-B point to almost identical pages that allow hub

operators and village operators to upload content into the database. In the case of a hub

operator, accessing the interface either throughlocalhost or an Internet connection,

the uploaded data is immediately visible in the hub database. In the case of a village

operator, the uploaded data becomes visible in a hub or village “view” only later, after

incurring some Postmanet delay. Much detail of the content uploaded, in the form of

metadata, can be optionally specified at the time of the upload, which may aid subsequent

searches of the database.

The links labeled as Fig 3.4-C and Fig 3.5-D lead to pages thatallow operators to

view the content in the database. Via the substantially similar versions of the browse, list,

and search pages, a hub operator eventually reaches a content listing page, such as the
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Figure 3.6: A hub content list page.
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Figure 3.7: A village content list page.
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one shown in Figure 3.6, and a village operator eventually reaches a content listing page,

such as the one shown in Figure 3.7. A data link such as the one labeled as Fig 3.6-E or

Fig 3.7-F leads to directly playable content.

These content listing pages are the first places where we see some subtle differences

depending on who the operator is and where the operator is located. As an example, note

the “Monica’s notebook” data link, Fig 3.7-G, is disabled ona village content listing page.

In contrast, all the data links, on a hub content listing page, such as the one in Figure 3.6,

are always active. This is because the village school equipment has only limited storage,

so it behaves like a cache, where some data items could be missing. A hub site, on the

other hand, always has all the data. We will discuss later howthese “missing links” can be

“filled in” as the village and hub sites communicate with eachother, principally through

the Postmanet. When an operator clicks a data link on a hub content listing page, he or

she is also greeted with a window whose access is more or less restricted depending on

whether the operator is accessing the hub database remotelyvia an Internet link or locally

at the console.

These data access operations are the most frequently used actions. They are easy

to use, and, despite some subtle differences, deliver a substantially similar experience

regardless the location or the type of the network used by theoperator.

3.3.3 Data Requests

We support both pull and push requests. A village operator can issue pull requests of

the desired data that is missing from the village view of the database. For example, as

mentioned above, Fig 3.7-G represents a missing data link. The village operator simply

clicks the arrowed document icon (Fig 3.7-H) to record a pullrequest. At the end of
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the day, the village operator clicks the two links in the “Discs” section of the front page

(Fig 3.5-I), which automatically generate the P-disks destined for the nearest hub.

Similarly, a hub operator can issue push requests of data destined to either villages

or other hubs. For example, a hub operator, via eitherlocalhost or an Internet

connection, reaches a hub site. After specifying which other site he/she desires to push

data to, he/she may click a request icon (labeled as Fig 3.6-J) to record a push request.

At the end of the day, a hub operator clicks the top two links inthe “Discs” section of

the hub front page (Fig 3.4-K), which automatically generate the P-disks destined for the

intended receiver sites.

In our current system, a village site’s view of the database is entirely determined by

the hub database it is attached to. A village database does not contain all the data of its

hub; and the “missing links” can be filled by either pull from the village or push from the

hub. (A village and the hub it is attached to observe the “inclusion property,” to borrow a

caching jargon.) At the present, the hubs have independent views of their own databases.

They exchange data with each other via mutual pull or push. (There is no inclusion

property for the hub relationships.) The combined effect ofthis independence and sharing

is that it allows the various NGOs running the hubs to retain complete freedom of their

own databases without fear of unintended or uncontrolled propagation or replication. In

the next generation system that we are building, there will be tighter coordination among

the hubs.

3.3.4 Receiving Incoming P-disks

When a village operator receives an incoming P-disk, he/she inserts the P-disk into a

DVD drive. As part of a DVD autorun program, a simple dialog box pops up on the
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Figure 3.8: The use of a “DVD robot” as a part of a hub server. (a) A conventional web server and its
clients. (b) A PHTTP server and its clients. (c) A DVD robot that is a key part of automating a PHTTP web
server operations.

screen and asks the operator to press any key to confirm the desire to proceed. After a

key is struck, the operator is asked to wait, while the systemprocesses and integrates

incoming data. When the process finishes, a village operator should see his/her view of

the database refreshed. The database now should contain data that had been requested

in earlier pull requests from the village and/or push requests from the hub. As we have

discussed earlier, this process is designed to involve minimal manual intervention by the

village operator.

The hub procedure for processing incoming P-disks is somewhat different, due to the

fact that a hub serves multiple village spokes. When a hub operator receives incoming

P-disks, he/she collects them in a stack, which is then placed in an input bin of a “DVD

robot” (Figure 3.8). The discs from the village spokes and from fellow hubs can be freely

mixed in the stack. The operator activates the robot by clicking the link Fig 3.4-L. The

robot, in conjunction with the hub server, processes each P-disk and drops them in a stack

in the output bin. During this process, there is no need of anyoperator intervention, and

the process could run unsupervised overnight. When the operator arrives at the console

the next morning, he/she would be greeted by an updated hub database view that includes

data submitted by its spoke villages and fellow hubs. Other control information is also
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integrated from the incoming P-disks into the hub database view; examples include the

merging of the pull requests sent via the P-disks and the pushrequests belonging to the

same user on the hub machine, and system logs from the villagemachines. If the hub

operator is satisfied that all the operations have terminated successfully, he/she may press

the erase link (Fig 3.4-M), which instructs the robot to start the bulk erasure operation on

the stack of the DVDs that have just been processed.

3.4 Content Production and Pedagogy

Obviously, building an effective distance learning systemrequires a lot more than making

available a distributed database. Although the focus of this thesis is technical, we would

like to briefly address the educational (or non-technical) aspects that are equally (if not

more) critical to the success of the Digital StudyHall system in its goal of spreading

high-quality education to resource-starved rural India. It is important to understand that

the technical plumbing addressed in this thesis serves not to replace humans, but to

amplify the reach and power of the limited human resources that we do have. A natural

extension of the “whole systems” approach of the Digital StudyHall system is that it

is foremost a “system” of people. The non-technical aspectsalso help us understand

why traditional approaches, such as broadcast TV or satellite TV, are ill-suited for the

educational purposes we seek.

Aware of the systemic difficulties one would face when attempting to build a system

that aims to bridge the vast education gaps faced by schools and children of vastly

different backgrounds, after several iterations of experimentations, we have developed

a set of methodologies based on the understanding that in order to successfully exploit

our technology platform, we must pay special attention to the following issues.
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• Contextually meaningful and coherent content.We recruit the best teachers from the

resource-rich middle-class schools to teach specially staged classes in front of an audi-

ence consisting of kids from neighboring slums. This is economically feasible because

this is a one-time effort and the recorded content is to be reused at many other locales.

This approach allows us to combine the best of the “good” and poor school environments:

highly-skilled teachers in front of an audience whose background is similar to that of the

rural audience. These staged lessons are systematic sequences designed based on the

U.P. state board textbooks, and the teachers use the appropriate combination of Hindi and

English for their classes. We also recruit advanced middle-class students in hub schools

to participate in content production. These students are well-versed in the local language

and culture and the resulting content ends up being highly relevant for the local context.

• Active mediation by local teachers.Obviously, playing the recorded videos alone in

front of the village children, by itself, is not sufficient asan effective teaching vehicle. We

require and train the local teachers (in the village and slumschools) to proactively engage

their students while playing the pre-recorded videos. For example, when questions are

asked, when board exercises are done, when role-playing occurs, when poems are recited,

or when songs are sung on the video, the local teachers would pause the video and get

their students to perform similar activities, so the class watching the video is as dynamic

and as interactive. In a sense, the video and the local teacher form a team: the video

provides a framework, an agenda, and a content and methodology model; while the local

teacher supplies the crucial interactive component.

• Continuous training, monitoring, and support for local teachers. The local teacher

training occurs in at least two ways. First, the best teachers at the headquarters school

provide in-person demonstrations to the local teachers on how to actively engage their

students when using the video content. Second, the local teachers study the videos on
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their own to improve their mastery of both the subject matters and the methodology in

the specific contexts of each lesson. Unlike conventional training workshops that last

only for a short period of time and can be too abstract, the kind of training a local teacher

receives from the supplied videos is ongoing, continuous, and highly specific. As the

local teachers gain know-how and confidence, they may chooseto use less help from the

videos during live classes and improvise more. Graduating the teachers in this way, in

some sense, can have a bigger impact than graduating students. The hub staff periodically

visits the village schools to provide in-person feedback. For the local teachers who have

gained a large degree of independence, we provide additional supplementary materials

(such as complementary digital stories) to allow them to be even more effective.

It is useful to compare the Digital StudyHall against satellite-based approaches. Satellite-

based approaches are expensive and they require a great dealof support infrastructure.

Satellites are a good broadcast medium: a small number of one-way streams consumed

by a vast number of content consumers. But broadcast models are poor ways of de-

livering carefully crafted local content that is tailor-made for small regional audiences,

and allowing two-way exchanges. Satellites can also be usedto support non-broadcast

or even two-way communication. If we do that, however, we face a severe bandwidth

problem: each of a large number of communication channels only gets a small fraction of

the aggregate bandwidth. The bandwidth limitation is especially serious on the uplinks.

One important advantage of the Digital StudyHall is that it allows high-bandwidth, any-

to-any, point-to-point communication, which in turn enables a high degree of content

customization and rich two-way exchanges.
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Figure 3.9: Testbed schools using the prototype. (a) In the Prerna school, a school for girls from Lucknow
slums. (b) In the Kannar village school. (c) and (d) In the Madantoosi village school.

3.5 Status

A live deployment of a prototype has been in use by students starting in July of 2005.

In the space of about eight months, a database at the Lucknow hub has accumulated

about 70GB of content. This includes more than 170 high-quality MPEG4 recordings of

lessons staged by the best teachers at the hub school. The remainder includes Hindi sci-

ence courseware, digital stories, recordings of drama performances designed for various

educational purposes, and training materials for local teachers, all of which have been

produced by students and staff at the Lucknow hub school. As the high-quality content

is quickly and cheaply generated, it is being continuously pushed out to two test village

schools and a slum school (Figure 3.9). At the time of this writing, we are working

with other educational NGOs and beginning to set up additional hubs in Calcutta, Pune,
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Bangalore, and Punjab. Preliminary results appear promising, and the system seems to

be playing an effective but subtle role of blurring class differences in a highly stratified

society. We hope to eventually scale up the system to cover a far greater number of

villages and children, contributing toward the MillenniumDevelopment Goal [63] of

universal primary education.
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Chapter 4

PHTTP: A Browser-Based Substrate

In the previous chapter, we have discussed the interface of the Digital StudyHall content

repository, operating on top of a combination of the postal links and broadband Internet

links. From this discussion, one may recognize that the utility of such a distributed

content repository is useful for applications beyond the immediate application of the

Digital StudyHall; so the systems support and benefits that we should generalize from

this exercise should be greater than those of the mere transport layer. In this chapter, we

discuss how a general purpose PHTTP layer managesdata, code, anddevicesin support

of browser-based Postmanet applications.

4.1 Overview

A distributed repository that is programmatically accessible by the postal system (Fig-

ure 4.1(a)) provides an abstraction that is akin to that of a distributed file system (Fig-

ure 4.1(b)): it makes a single name space available “everywhere,” including those places

that lack conventional networking access, and allows read,write, navigation, search and
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Figure 4.1: The synergy of a postal system-based “network” and a content repository. (a) A content
repository that is accessible by both the conventional Internet and the postal system, where the postal
system connects the Digital StudyHall villages to the hub repository. (b) Viewing the postal system-
accessible repository as a common “storage system” that allsites can read from and write to. (c) Viewing
the postal system-accessible repository as a “network withmemory.”
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other primitives to be performed on this name space. This filesystem analogy means

that the repository is a sufficiently general abstraction that can be used to support other

applications. While this view is a file or storage system analogy, an alternative point of

view of the synergy between the repository and the postal system is a network analogy

(Figure 4.1(c)): any communication between any pair of nodes is “routed” through “the

repository,” which keeps a copy of the content that is being exchanged. In other words,

this is a “network with memory.” This is particularly appealing for applications such as

the Digital StudyHall because it allows numerous content reuse opportunities.

The importance of including the repository in a Postmanet API is even better under-

stood if we consider the difference between the Postmanet and sending cassettes in the

postal system, which people have been doing for a long time. Acassette in the postal

system is sent from one person to one other person; and one cannot really send a cassette

to the “entire world.” In the Postmanet, when a P-disk’s content is deposited in the

repository, which is accessible by the “entire network,” a person literally has the power

to send something to the entire world. The power of a “networkeffect” is much more

pronounced than making point-to-point connections between people who already know

each other; it is about building eBay-like communities of people who otherwise would

not have connected with each other. So the repository plays an important role in realizing

the “network effect” of the Postmanet, and this is why the repository abstraction is a

crucial part of the systems support we provide.

So far, the discussion above has focused ondata, the issue of making a distributed

data repository accessible everywhere. We also need to dealwith code: in order to make

the Postmanet applications work, it is not enough to make data easily accessible; we also

need to put in a systematic mechanism to distribute code. In the simplest case in the con-

ventional world, a browser client enlists code on a remote web server (such ascgi-bin )
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to process data that is either local to the web server or submitted by the browser client.

For other cases, a browser client downloads and installs a plugin that can both process

client data and communicate with the remote web server. In either case, these existing

solutions break down without a conventional Internet connection. A Digital StudyHall

village spoke, which may only be linked to the outside world via the postal link, needs

to have the “correct” version of code in order for it to correctly function with respect to

the rest of the “network.” Furthermore, an entirely new Postmanet application may be

distributed via the Postmanet along with its initial data toa node for it to bootstrap itself.

What we need is a distribution mechanism in which data and codealways accompany

each other so a node always “knows” what to do with the data. Inprinciple, this approach

is not unlike previous “active networking” approaches, which transmit both data and code

on wires [1, 12, 44, 69]. Almost all existing active networking efforts to date, however,

have consciously avoided tackling persistent storage inside the network. The type and

granularity of codes being distributed in a Postmanet are qualitatively different.

In the rest of this chapter, we discuss aspects of the PHTTP software, shown in

Figure 4.2. The PHTTP layer consists of two major internal modules: the lower-level

transport layer, and the higher levelrepository layer. Applications, such as DSH and

Postmanet-based email, which desire the use of a distributed object repository managed

by the PHTTP system, are built on top of therepository interface. Applications, such as

a Postmanet-based backup software, which manage its own data store, are built on top

of the lower-leveltransport interface. The transport module includesdevice managers

that interact with hardware devices (such as DVD robots and regular DVD writers) that

are responsible for reading/writing P-disks. We discuss the object repository API in

Section 4.2.1 and the transport level API in Section 4.2.2. We then discuss the internals
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Figure 4.2: PHTTP: APIs and internal modules.

of the two modules: the transport level internals in Section4.3 and the object repository

internals in Section 4.4.

4.2 The PHTTP APIs

4.2.1 The Object Repository API

The object repository provides an API that largely mirrors the needs of the DSH appli-

cation: much of what the hub and village human operators do ishanded down to the

repository API by thin layers of the hub and village wrappersof the DSH application.

Any user (from either the hub or the village side) may upload,browse, and search for

objects in the repository. A hub user may specify which objects to push to which remote

Postmanet sites, which may be either village sites or fellowhub sites. A village user may

specify which objects to pull into its local view from the hubthat it is attached to. While

the DSH application currently uses almost all of what the repository API has to offer
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(with the exception of versioning features), a different application may use only a subset

of this interface. For example, an email client built on top of the repository API may not

use the pull feature and rely entirely on server pushes.

Our experience with the DSH application has taught us much about what kind of

support a Postmanet object repository needs to provide. Thevery nature of a Postmanet

application is such that it needs to manage (1) big objects, and (2) many objects. A

number of the object repository features are specifically designed to handle these require-

ments.

Due to the potentially large number of objects present in theobject repository, we

need good ways of quickly finding data. The principal way of accessing the object

repository is searching on a “flat” name space. The overwhelming majority of the ob-

jects in the repository, however, are large multimedia objects (such as video, audio, and

images), and the state of art of direct indexing of such objects is not yet satisfactory. So

what is needed is good metadata that accompanies all data. Metadata management is

an integral part of the object repository interface. Indeed, metadata is part of the object

definition: each object has its metadata component. And muchof the object repository

interface specifically deals with metadata. For example, the “upload” operation of the

object repository expects metadata to be a part of the call arguments. We will use the

terms metadata and attributes interchangeably. The objectrepository layer has its set of

“standard” attributes, such as upload time, size, and data type. An application that runs

on top of the object repository may define its own additional attribute sets, such as teacher

names, academic subject topics, applicable student ages, and the types of devices that are

used to capture the content.

In addition to metadata, an additional mechanism for dealing with unwieldy large

media files is through the use of the “helper files.” These helper files may serve various
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purposes. For example, instead of downloading hundreds of megabytes of a data file

through a broadband connection only to find out that this is not the content one is looking

for, a fellow hub operator may quickly browse and examine some small “excerpt files”

to help determine whether a data object in question is of interest. The object repository

manages these helper files uninterpreted; and it is up to the application built on top of

the object repository to interpret and use them in application-specific ways. The Digital

StudyHall application, for example, uses these helper filesto store thumbnail images (of

content and authors), extra teaching materials and instructions for teachers.

These small files (metadata and helper files) contribute to the materials being indexed

for searches. Generic key word searches are also provided aspart of the object repository

interface so the different applications layered on top do not have to reinvent their own.

Application-specific searches (such as the “advanced search” links in Figure 3.4 and

Figure 3.5) are implemented by applications (DSH, in this case).

Our conscious effort of coupling large data items with smaller informative files is

also an integral part of the general Postmanet theme of exploiting dual networks: getting

fresh, informative, and compact summary information easily and quickly on an LLLB

link, while the bulk data travels on an HLHB link. Even for sites that have no access

to an LLLB link today, these metadata and helper files are liberally disseminated via P-

disks, even without explicit pull or push requests, to help present a coherent view across

distributed Postmanet sites.

In addition to using search mechanisms to locate data, the object repository also

allows an upper layer user to define its own hierarchical namespace, which is “overlayed”

on top of the flat name space, in the sense that the “leaf nodes”of the hierarchical name

space are pointers to the “real” objects in the flat name space. An application constructed

on top of the object repository may use the hierarchical namespace to implement features
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such as a topic-based hierarchy, which a human user may easily browse and navigate.

The DSH application currently selectively uses some of the metadata to automatically

construct a hierarchy so a user may browse the content repository based on information

such as the site that has created the content, the type, and the creation time of the content.

4.2.2 The Active Transport API

As we have discussed in the overview section of this chapter,distributingdata is only

half of the story; distributingcodeis equally important for “disconnected” sites to operate

over the Postmanet. In our current design, we have made a decision of managing code

distribution at an API lower than the object repository API discussed in the previous

section—code transmission is done at the “active transport” layer (Figure 4.2), some

of whose other responsibilities can probably best be summarized as “TCP on top of

the postal system,” such as providing reliable transmission on top of unreliable P-disks

instead of unreliable wires. Placing code distribution in alower layer than the object

repository interface allows the repository itself to be an “application” utilizing the code

distribution mechanism to distribute, install, update therepository layer code. Other

applications may choose not to use the object repository butstill need to rely on the code

distribution mechanism to bootstrap themselves.

A P-disk arriving at a village may contain data and code belonging to multiple ap-

plications, each of which occupies its own location on a P-disk. A known location

inside each application’s space contains the entrance point of a piece of application-

supplied “handler code.” When control is eventually transferred to each of these handlers,

a handler typically serves two purposes: first, it installs (or updates) the application-

specific code on the village machine; second, it copies data from the incoming P-disk
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to the village machine in an application-specific manner. (We refer to this handler as

a client copyin() call.) The use of application-specific handlers to accomplish

these tasks provides a great deal of flexibility to the applications. In principle, this

approach is similar to prior asynchronous communication mechanisms such as Active

Messages [64] and the programming languages built on top of them [10], in which

handler codes associated with messages are asynchronouslyexecuted upon arrival of

the messages to incorporate the newly arriving data into ongoing computations. In all

these cases, one of the benefits of the application-suppliedhandlers is that they can

integrate incoming data in an intelligent fashion that can avoid the inefficiencies involved

in hardwired data copiers.

While the above discussion concernsclient copyin() , the process of taking

messages out of the transport vehicle and integrating them into applications, we also need

the oppositeclient copyout() call, the process of taking messages that applications

desire to send, and placing them on transmission media, the P-disks. At the end of a

day, prior to a postman visit, the village operator clicks a link to generate outgoing P-

disks. This user command is sent to the active transport layer, which seeks out and runs

a known entrance point function in each of the installed Postmanet applications. The

responsibility of each of these application-specificclient copyout() functions is to

package up “messages” sent by each application throughout the day to prepare them for

writing to the outgoing P-disks. Note that this “packaging”does not necessarily require

time-consuming data copying: for example, we may simply move data from application-

managed message buffers to a staging area reserved for DVD images that are to be burned.

Once theseclient copyout() functions terminate, the act of actually generating the

outgoing P-disks, which contain data from the multiple applications, is completed by the

application-neutral transport layer.
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(In the above discussion, the use of application-specific code occurs across the active

transport API on the village side. Another occasion where higher-level application code is

employed in lower-level Postmanet support software occursacross the object repository

API: the village view of the object repository, behaving like a cache, which cannot hold

all data at once and must evict some objects, uses an application-supplied function to

calculate which objects to evict first. For example, the DSH application supplies a

function to the object repository that calculates a “cache worthiness score” for each object

based on information such as data size and when the village has received the data.)

The use of application-supplied handlers or code across APIboundaries is an impor-

tant approach to defining Postmanet software APIs. It allowsrelatively simple lower-level

softwares to accommodate sophisticated or unanticipated higher-level functionalities in

an environment, where the lower-level softwares on a “disconnected” machine cannot be

easily updated in an ad hoc fashion.

The discussion above has focused on village side (or PHTTP client) operations. Sim-

ilar handlers are at play in the hub side (or PHTTP server) operations. An application

built on top of the active transport layer is responsible forsupplying a pair of handler

functions:server copyin() andserver copyout() . The former processes and

copies data from incoming P-disks into application space; and the latter stages outgoing

data from application space into outgoing P-disk image areas.

In summary, a Postmanet application running on top of the active transport layer is

therefore constructed in two pieces: one part runs on the PHTTP server side, and the other

runs on the PHTTP client side. The server component containsthe two entrance calls:

server copyin() andserver copyout() . The client component contains the

two entrance calls:client copyin() andclient copyout() . Both the server

and client components are stored on the server side. Part of the responsibility of the
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server copyout() call is to place a copy of the client component on outgoing P-

disks, and part of the responsibility of theclient copyin() call is to install the client

component on the destination client machine before any other actions are to take place on

a PHTTP client machine. Any code modification always originates on the PHTTP server,

and is automatically propagated to any PHTTP client machineit communicates with.

4.3 Transport Layer Internals

Having discussed the APIs top-down (from the object repository API to the active trans-

port API), we now examine the internals of these modules bottom-up (Figure 4.2), starting

with the P-disk device manager.

4.3.1 Device Manager

The job of the device manager is to handle a variety of hardware devices that deal with

the P-disks used in the system. (Our experiences have also shown us small modifications

to the hardware or firmware of devices that could improve the PHTTP operations.)

We use DVD robots to automate the generation of outgoing P-disks and processing

of incoming P-disks. In addition to their large capacity, low cost, and small weight,

the reasons that have compelled us to choose DVD media include the fact that we can

use commercially available (and cheap) robotic arm-operated DVD processors, a crucial

part of our automation strategy. Subject to available hard disk buffer space, an arbitrary

number of outgoing P-disk images can be prepared, and the burn commands are queued

for the robot controller. Other Postmanet operations can continue in parallel while the

robot works on the queue in the background. Similar background parallelism can be

exploited for processing a stack of incoming discs.
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The “Primera Bravo” line of “DVD publishers” (Figure 3.8(c))that we use were

originally designed for very different purposes in mind. The factory-supplied GUI allows

operations such as burning many identical copies of the samedisc image, or duplicating a

stack of existing DVDs. They were not designed to support programmatically controlled

production or processing of unique discs. For our purpose, we needed to gain access to

an unpublicized internal interface, which was poorly engineered and poorly documented

by the manufacturer, and required quite a bit of reverse-engineering to understand its

behavior under various error conditions. A robot interfacethat allowed complete pro-

grammatic control would have made our task much easier. Another major defect of the

robot interface is that it does not provide good support forpointersto data, and as a result,

significant processing time is wasted on data copying.

We do not require all hub sites to use a DVD robot: a hub connected to fewer spokes

may not need one. The device manager ensures that it presentsthe same interface to the

rest of the software stack, regardless what underlying hardware device is present. All

P-disks are created with anautorun file on them. When an incoming P-disk arrives

at a site that does not use a robot, regardless whether it is a village or a hub site, the

autorun file ensures that an operator can easily initiate processingof an incoming P-

disk by simply inserting the disc in a drive and striking a keyfor confirmation. We

exercise care in the software stack to synchronize access toshared data structures, so that

a powerful hub machine can be connected to multiple DVD drives, all of which could be

processing DVDs in parallel.

Some of our village spokes do not use full-fledged computers;instead, they use

specialized MPEG-4 DVD players. We use a uniform DVD disc format that, in addition

to being accepted by the transport layer, ensures that the MPEG-4 content on the discs

can be easily navigated and played on these DVD players by a human operator as well.
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4.3.2 Transport Data Security

There are mainly three types of security problems that we mayneed to address: (1)

spoofing, the problem of an attacker impersonating a different sender, (2) tampering, the

problem of an attacker intercepting and modifying data sentby others, and (3) eavesdrop-

ping, the problem of an attacker reading communication thatshould have been private. If

no action is taken to guard against these problems, all of them can easily occur to DVDs

transmitted in the postal system, perhaps more easily than what can happen to packets on

conventional networks. The solutions, however, are essentially no different from those

employed on more conventional networks.

In our current design, we have decided to address problems (1) and (2) at the transport

layer. Like what one would do for wired networks, the solution is through signing P-

disk data with digital certificates by senders. Correspondingly, the receiver needs to use

the sender’s key to verify the authenticity of data on an incoming P-disk. Such keys

(along with postal addresses) of Postmanet sites, from which one receives P-disks, can be

obtained via one of several possible ways: (1) via an LLLB Internet, if it is available, (2)

from a well known trusted authority via any communication mechanism, or (3) via other

“channels” such as paying a personal visit to the physical site of the sender.

We have decided to “punt” problem (3), the eavesdropping problem, to layers above

the transport layer, since this is not necessarily a problemthat all applications want

addressed for them by the transport layer. This decision is analogous to the fact that

SSL is layered on top of TCP and is only used by applications that choose to use it. In the

case of code layered directly on top of the active transport API, an application that desires

keeping its data private would place encryption code in eachof the two “halves” of its

code, the PHTTP client component and the PHTTP server component (as discussed in
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subsection 4.2.2), ensuring that all application data on P-disks are encrypted. In the case

of code layered on top of the object repository API, an application may place encrypted

objects in the object repository.

4.3.3 Isolation of Application-Supplied Code

Recall that we use application-supplied installer and data copiers during the processing

and generation of P-disks, in the form of the two pairs of functions expected by the active

transport layer:client copyin() , client copyout() , server copyin() ,

andserver copyout() . We need to ensure that these handlers do not interfere with

or damage each other or the rest of the system.

One simple way of insulating the handlers from each other is to run them as individual

processes with their own separate address spaces. Access topersistent storage also needs

to be restricted so each of these processes can only read and write certain directories.

More efficient alternatives than the process model, such as software-based fault isola-

tion [65] and safe language-based extensions [8], also exist. All other resources on a

node may need to be accounted for as well [6] .

In addition to the transport components on the different machines, the application

components (the PHTTP client and server components) also may desire to authenticate

each other. Existing cryptographic techniques for authentication, secure booting, and

secure links can be used for this purpose [70, 18]. None of themechanisms discussed in

this subsection (4.3.3), however, has been implemented, and they are part of our future

work.
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4.3.4 Reliable Transport

The type of mishaps that can happen to conventional network packets can happen to P-

disks in the postal system. The discs can get lost, damaged, or delivered out of order.

And if retransmission is done, a receiver may see duplicatesof transmitted data. These

are precisely the issues that a conventional transport layer protocol (such as TCP) deals

with. The basic approach to solving these problem is similarto what is employed for

conventional networks: keeping state at the communicationend points, which is used for

managing acknowledgements, retransmissions, and suppression of duplicates. What is

different, in the context of the Postmanet, is that the amount of data and the durations of

the delays involved are far greater than those seen in conventional networks, so we need

to adapt or modify the existing approaches.

The granularity at which we manage reliable transport is P-disks, each of which is

identified by a P-disk ID. Each sender saves the P-disk imagesof the recently sent discs

in case they need to be retransmitted. Acknowledgements arepiggybacked on P-disks

traveling in the opposite directions. P-disk images whose receipts are confirmed by ac-

knowledgements are deleted; so are the images that have reached a certain age threshold.

(On a village PHTTP client machine, which has limited disk space, we currently only

keep a “buffer ring” of five old outgoing P-disk images: when we are about to save a

sixth outgoing P-disk image, we delete the first. Hub PHTTP server machines have more

disk space and we keep a deeper buffer space.) In our current practice, retransmissions

are explicitly initiated by human operators when they are alerted to the presence of

disc images that have not been acknowledged for a long periodof time. Each site also

maintains a list of IDs of P-disks that have been received, processed, and acknowledged,

so potential duplicates that arrive in the future can be safely ignored.
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Currently, the PHTTP transport layer does not enforce in-order delivery. The object

repository built on top of the transport layer uses its own timestamps to ensure that older

versions of object repository data do not accidentally overwrite newer versions. Except

for this issue, the object repository communication can be considered idempotent, so

out-of-order delivery of object repository P-disks does not cause problems. Also, in

addition to utilizing the transport layer retransmission mechanism, the object repository

layer is also capable of saving the request operations that have been used to generate

outgoing P-disks. These requests are themselves stored in the object repository as new

“objects.” They can be easily accessed via search and browseoperations built into the

object repository and used to regenerate outgoing P-disks for retransmission.

A retransmission approach that is probably unique in the Postmanet isproactive

retransmission: a P-disk sent on a later day could be used to store a copy of thedata

that was sent on a previous P-disk on an earlier day, if the later P-disk has extra space to

spare. If the earlier P-disk is lost or damaged, the duplicate on the later P-disk allows the

receiver to successfully receive the original without having to potentially wait for a long

“time-out” and “reactive retransmission.” This is an example of the recurring Postmanet

theme of exploiting its plentiful resources (excess capacity, in this case) to compensate

for its handicaps (long delay, in this case). This approach is on our to-do list of future

implementation enhancements.
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4.4 Putting It All Together: Implementation of the

Object Repository

Having discussed the internals of the lower-level transport layer, we now examine the

implementation of the object repository operations.

Since the PHTTP applications are meant to be browser-based,they are structured as

a collection ofcgi-bin scripts hosted by the Apache web server. More specifically,

recall that the object repository is built on top of the active transport layer, which requires

its application to be structured as a PHTTP server componentand a PHTTP client compo-

nent; so the object repository code is structured as two parts, each of which is a collection

of cgi-bin scripts, whose service is accessed via a browser interacting with the local

Apache server. The PHTTP software is written in the Python programming language,

and it totals about 10,000 lines of code.

4.4.1 Object Repository Internal Data Structures

• Object store.The key data structure is the local object store, which contains all data

and metadata from the local machine’s point of view. Each object is identifiable via an

object ID (including a version number), which is guaranteedto be unique across all time

and space. Each object consists of three parts: the data partcan contain an arbitrary

collection of files, organized in a hierarchy; the metadata part contains all the generic and

application-specific attributes, stored as a Python “dictionary” (which is a Python term

for an associative array); and the helper data part containsan arbitrary hierarchy of small

files. At least the metadata parts of the object store could bestored in a conventional

relational database. Currently, however, we use a file system-based implementation to
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store the entire object store. The accesses to the object store are such that they do not

require the full transactional semantics. We do exercise sufficient care to ensure that the

object store implementation is robust in the presence of crashes.

• Trimmed object store.A “trimmed object store” is a copy of an object store minus all

the data components whose sizes exceed a certain threshold size. Other than the excluded

big data objects, a trimmed object store includes everything a regular object store has,

including all the metadata and helper files.

• Search file.All the metadata of all objects in the object store is reformatted to form

the search file, which can be stored entirely in main memory and allows very efficient

searches. The search file is also sent to other sites, offering a summary of all the data

present on the sender host.

• Hierarchical view.This is a user-defined hierarchical name space super-imposed on top

of the object store that allows a user to easily browse and navigate the database.

• Request queues.The pull and push requests for objects destined for any PHTTPsite

are maintained in a request queue. Each queue is stored as a Python “set.”

We consider the object store to be the “ultimate truth,” in the sense that all other

data structures exist for either convenience/optimization or transient reasons, and are thus

expendable. The search file can be regenerated from the metadata stored in the object

store. Where an object is attached in the hierarchical view isstored as part of the metadata

in the object repository; so the hierarchical view can be regenerated. The request queues

can be stored inside the object store as regular objects, so an operator or a program can

potentially “revive” and act on earlier requests.
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Figure 4.3: One cycle of PHTTP operations. (a) The server publishes P-disks for clients. (b) The village
client incorporates data and code from the received P-disk.(c) A village operator interacts with the local
client component. (d) The village client produces the P-disk to send back to the server. (e) The server
processes P-disks received from the clients.

4.4.2 Implementation of the Object Repository Operations

We now examine a cycle of the PHTTP client-server operationsand discuss how these

operations are implemented. In the following discussion, when we refer to a “hub user”

or a “village user,” we refer to an application built on top ofthe object repository, or a

human operator, or some combination of both.

Server Operations: Send

At the beginning, a hub user uploads data into the object repository, specifying metadata

and hierarchical view paths in the process. The search file and hierarchical view are

updated, allowing hub operators to easily search and/or browse the database. A hub user

may specify which objects to push to which other sites. All these requests are recorded

in the request queues. The hub operations may be performed atthe console of the hub

machine or remotely via a conventional Internet connection.
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When a hub operator is satisfied that all the necessary data to be sent has been spec-

ified, he/she clicks a link to produce the outgoing P-disks (Figure 4.3(a)). In response,

the lower-level transport software locates and invokes aserver copyout() entrance

point in the object repository layer. For each P-disk, destined for a particular remote

site, theserver copyout() function places the following items in its disc image:

(1) objects specified by a request queue, copied from the object store, (2) a copy of the

trimmed object store, (3) a copy of the search file, (4) a copy of the entire hierarchical

view, and (5) a copy of the PHTTP client component of the object repository code. When

the application-specificserver copyout() functions terminate, control returns to the

transport layer, which continues with the remaining application-neutral tasks, such as

placingautorun files in the disc images, and signing with digital certificates, before

activating the DVD robot, which automatically produces a stack of finished outgoing

P-disks.

Client Operations: Receive

When a P-disk arrives at a PHTTP client in a village, it is inserted into a drive (Fig-

ure 4.3(b)), and the simple genericautorun program on the P-disk starts executing.

It locates the active transport layer code on the village machine that is responsible for

processing incoming P-disks and execution continues there. This process is the equivalent

of an “interrupt” delivered to a conventional operating system upon the arrival of a

network packet. The transport layer code first performs someapplication-neutral tasks,

such as verifying the authenticity and integrity of the incoming P-disk content. Then

it locates an application-specificclient copyin() entrance point for each of the

applications that have some presence on the incoming P-diskand runs it. This process is
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the equivalent of locating and executing individual “interrupt handlers” in a conventional

operating system.

As the client copyin() function belonging to the object repository applica-

tion starts execution, it copies various repository-specific data and code. As it does

so, it exercises care, by checking timestamps, to ensure that older versions of the data

structures do not inadvertently overwrite newer versions due to out-of-order delivery

of P-disks. Theclient copyin() function updates the PHTTP client code on the

village machine. It uses the trimmed object store stored on the P-disk to update the

object store on the village machine: not necessarily every object represented in the

village machine object store has its large data part present; but all the metadata is always

present. Theclient copyin() function copies the actual data objects pushed by the

hub machine from the incoming P-disk into the village machine object repository. The

client copyin() function also updates the search file and the hierarchical view on

the village machine. When theclient copyin() function terminates, the view of

the object repository on the village machine is “synchronized” with respect to that of the

hub machine at the time when the P-disk was produced by the hubmachine. Control

is then transfered back to the transport layer, which performs the followup operations

such as recording a disc receipt acknowledgement, and optionally erasing the incoming

rewritable disc, in preparation for later reuse.

At a later time, a human operator at the village interacts with a browser-based applica-

tion that runs on top of the object repository (Figure 4.3(c)). All the services are provided

by the PHTTP client component of the code that has been copiedfrom an earlier incoming

P-disk to its own location in thecgi-bin directory of the local Apache server, and the

local object repository supplies the data. Repository data structures, such as the search

file and the hierarchical view, “mirrored” from the hub server, enable the village client
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software to present a database view that is substantially similar to that seen at the hub

server.

Client Operations: Send

During the interaction, the local object repository may receive two types of requests:

“download” requests for data that is not present in the localobject store but the village

would like to receive, and “upload” requests of data that thevillage user want submitted

to the object repository. The download requests are recorded in a request queue, and the

upload requests are stored in a temporary staging area.

Prior to a postman’s visit, a village operator clicks a link to produce an outgoing P-

disk destined for the hub site (Figure 4.3(d)). In response,as is the case on the hub server

machine, the lower-level transport software seeks out and invokes aclient copyout()

function in the object repository layer. This function places the following items in the disc

image: (1) the objects that the village user want submitted to the hub, moved from their

temporary staging area, (2) the request queue containing the object IDs of the objects that

the village user would like to receive at the village in the future, and (3) system logs of

the object repository software, which would allow hub operators to monitor and/or debug

the health of the village software stack. When control returns to the transport layer, it

performs the final tasks including placing in the disc image the acknowledgements of the

P-disks already received at the village, adding anotherautorun file, digitally signing

the content, and activating a DVD writer.

Server Operations: Receive

When the P-disks arrive at the hub from various client villages (or peer hubs), the hub

operator collects them in a stack, and places them in one bin of the DVD robot. Then
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the operator clicks a link on the hub interface and leaves (Figure 4.3(e)). The transport

layer activates the robot to load each P-disk into the drive and to process each in turn.

(When the robot is used, theautorun files on the incoming P-disks are ignored.) The

transport layer verifies the authenticity and integrity of the incoming P-disk. It inspects

the acknowledgements on the incoming P-disk to decide whichold disc images, saved

earlier for possible retransmission, to delete. Then the transport layer turns control to the

object repository-specificserver copyin() function, which performs the following

repository-specific tasks.

For the objects uploaded by the village user via the P-disk, theserver copyin()

function places them in the hub object repository. Again, ituses timestamps to rule out

accidental overwrites. For the data requests in the requestqueue that specifies which

objects that the village desires to receive, the function performs the union operation

between this incoming request queue and the request queue for the same village user

already present on the hub machine. The union is stored back on the hub machine and

will be used to select outgoing objects for a future outgoingP-disk. For the village

system logs on the P-disk, the function treats them just likeregular objects submitted

by the village—they are placed in the hub object repository.A hub operator may later

mine the logs to look for potential problems with the villagemachine and potentially

take preemptive actions. When the application-specificserver copyin() functions

terminate, control returns to the transport layer, which records an acknowledgement for

this new incoming disc, and optionally erases the incoming rewritable disc for later reuse.

At the end of this cycle, the village user shares a view of the hub repository, and the

hub user has gotten the submitted data and requests sent by the village user. Now the

cycle can repeat.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the APIs and the internalsof the PHTTP substrate,

a number of software components that provide support for browser-based Postmanet

applications. The types of support provided by the substrate include: (1) a distributed

data (and metadata) repository, whose APIs allow search, browse, pull, and push, among

other operations; (2) an API and a mechanism for splitting upand distributing application

code that is designed to run on the Postmanet; (3) interfacing with hardware devices, such

as the DVD robot; (4) best-effort reliable delivery throughthe use of acknowledgements

and retransmissions; and (5) authentication and integritychecks of communication. The

likely lack of conventional connectivity rules out more traditional ad hoc management of

these issues: for example, one does not have the luxury in a “disconnected” village to “get

online” and “download” the code he lacks. Everything the system needs, including data,

code, control information, must be carefully packaged on and transmitted via P-disks in

a systematic fashion to ensure that the entire distributed system functions correctly. This

is why systems support, in the form of a PHTTP-like substrate, is critical if we want to

realize the potential of the Postmanet approach.
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Chapter 5

Routing

The PHTTP software stack discussed in the last chapter concerns systems support at

the communication end points. In this chapter, we consider what happensinside the

“network.” More specifically, we now discuss how a P-disk is routed from the sender to

the receiver. One may naively think that the postal system would take care of it all, but as

we shall see, the issues in the Postmanet can be more complicated, especially if there are

a large number of communicating parties.

So far, we have only had practical experience with a single hub-and-spokes testbed

in the Digital StudyHall project. An important question is how we intend to scale up the

system. In this chapter, we examine just one aspect of scaling up: the issue of routing.

In the preceding chapters, we have mentioned how we intend toscale up the system by

adopting a multi-hub-based approach: a network of hubs and spokes. Our assumption

has been that the villages only communicate directly with the hub, and the villages do

not communicate directly with each other. Even in such a multi-hub network, we still

have some important questions to address about a single-hubnetwork. For example, how

many village sites can a single hub serve? Should we allow villages to communicate
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directly with each other without an intermediate hop through the hub? Will that approach

help improve the scalability of a single hub? By how much? How can this approach

of village-to-village direct communication be integratedwith a routing infrastructure

that employs multiple data distribution centers (P-centers)? Even within a single-hub

network, to scale up, we may need to “plant” additional P-centers that help route data but

are not full-fledged hubs that also specialize in content production and pedagogy research.

In this chapter, we explore the various infrastructure-based and infrastructure-less routing

approaches that a Postmanet can take, with specific emphasison the implications of the

“peer-to-peer” infrastructure-less routing strategies.

5.1 Routing Strategies

We start by considering the Netflix.com movie DVD rental business as an analogy. In

the early days of the company, when customers returned theirDVDs, they were always

first shipped back to the company headquarters in San Jose. The disadvantage of this

approach is obvious. For example, when an east coast customer A returns a DVD that A’s

next door neighbor B is waiting for, despite the close proximity of A and B, the DVD is

forced to make a long detour through the west coast.

Nowadays, Netflix maintains multiple distribution centersthroughout the country. A

returning DVD is sent to the distribution center that is closest to the customer’s home

address. Upon the arrival of the DVD, the staff at this distribution center looks up a

database of waiting lists to see if any other customer is waiting for this DVD. If there

is, the DVD is then forwarded immediately to the waiting customer at the head of the

queue. This improvement has significantly reduced the wait time for Netflix customers

and unnecessary extra costs associated with long hops in thepostal system. This analogy
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Figure 5.1: Routing strategies. A solid arrow denotes a single P-disk carried by the Postmanet on one
postal hop. A dashed line between a pair of nodes in (d) denotes that it is permissible for these two nodes
to exchange P-disks directly with each other. In all four panes, A sends different data items to X and Y, Y
sends some other data to B, and Z sends different data items toB and C. (a) Centralized data routing via
a single data distribution center. (b) Direct peer-to-peerdata routing. (c) Data routing via multiple data
distribution centers. (d) Indirect peer-to-peer routing.

is illustrative, but the issues in the Postmanet are even more complex. The data granularity

and communication pattern in a movie rental business are much simpler than those seen

in a generic communication mechanism. For example, data on movie DVDs cannot be

split up, recombined, and placed on other DVDs.

In the following discussion, when we say a site “handles”k P-disks, we mean that

the site may receive up tok P-disks and send up tok P-disks per postman visit; and

when we refer to a “latency” metric, unless explicitly noted, it is in terms of the number

of postal system forwarding hops visible to Postmanet participants. We consider the

routing strategies illustrated in Figure 5.1. In the centralized alternative illustrated in

Figure 5.1(a), an end user always sends/receives P-disks directly to/from a single data
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distribution center (called aP-center). Although any centralized solutions have obvious

disadvantages, an important advantage of this approach is that each end user handles

only a single P-disk, regardless how many other sites he communicates with per postman

visit: as the P-center copies data from its incoming P-disksto its outgoing P-disks, it

first demultiplexes incoming data and then re-multiplexes outgoing data, minimizing the

number of P-disks handled in both directions. (Inexpensiverobotic arm-operated, multi-

drive DVD writers that can generate about 600 DVDs per day already exist today and

they can keep manual labor cost to a minimum.)

In the direct peer-to-peer routing alternative illustrated in Figure 5.1(b), each user may

need to prepare multiple P-disks for transmission, each of which destined for a different

intended receiver. This approach has potentially better latency and lower infrastructure

cost than that seen in Figure 5.1(a), but it may result in eachsite having to handle many P-

disks. In a large scale peer-to-peer file sharing application, for example, the large number

of P-disks handled per site could become a severe administrative and cost burden. This is

an instance where the answer of “leaving routing to the postal system” is insufficient.

In the multiple-P-center approach illustrated in Figure 5.1(c), the geographically dis-

tributed P-centers allow some degree of geographical awareness in routing decisions, thus

achieving latencies that are potentially better than thosein Figure 5.1(a), but worse than

those in Figure 5.1(b). In this example, we loosen the restriction that an end node is

exclusively attached to only one P-center, so an end node cansend/receive data to/from

multiple P-centers. The number of P-disks handled per site depends on factors includ-

ing the number of P-centers and whether P-centers communicate with each other. The

advantages of this approach do not come for free, however, asthe P-centers may require

a substantial infrastructure investment. It is also possible to allow the coexistence of the

alternatives illustrated in Figures 5.1(b) and (c).
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In the indirect peer-to-peer routing alternative illustrated in Figure 5.1(d), a P-disk

arriving at a site may contain data destined for other sites so, in some sense, the data

copying tasks of a P-center is now distributed among the peerparticipating sites. In

Figure 5.1(d), for example, a P-disk traveling on theZ → Y → B → C route delivers

data sent byY andZ to B andC. Using an analogy, one may view the P-disks as buses

and messages as bus passengers: a passenger may need to switch buses to get from its

source to its destination. If bus schedules are carefully planned and used, one may be

able to limit the number of P-disks handled per site while still achieving good message

latencies. An important advantage of this approach is that it does not require a P-center

infrastructure.

A potential complication facing any peer-to-peer system iscoping with misbehaving

participants: a Postmanet user, for example, may fail to promptly forward data destined

for his peers, alter or damage data, or read data that he is notsupposed to. Routing

protocols designed to deal with Byzantine faults [5] use a combination of techniques,

including participant monitoring, destination acknowledgements, fault announcements,

checksumming and encryption of data, authentication, fault knowledge sharing, and iso-

lating faulty nodes. These Byzantine-tolerant protocols are directly applicable here and

they can be integrated with a (suitably modified) Netflix-like service model, in which cus-

tomers stop receiving additional service if they do not return outstanding discs already in

their possession. Proactive data replication on multiple outgoing P-disks along different

routes can further improve robustness and performance. In the context of a project like

the Digital StudyHall, where the participants are collaborating on a common goal, the

misbehaving peer issue might be of even less concern.

In Figure 5.1 Option (a) is a special case of option (c); and option (b) can be seen

as a special case of option (d). If we can afford it, a properlyprovisioned infrastructure
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in terms of a number of geographically distributed P-centers (option (c)) should give

the best quality of service. Ideally, the P-centers should be integrated into the existing

postal system (or its rough equivalent, such as UPS or FedEx)so that some or all of the

post offices themselves serve as P-centers, further minimizing delivery latency. Without

relying on a P-center infrastructure, the peer-to-peer model (option (d)) may be the

quickest way of incrementally starting the deployment of a Postmanet. It is also possible

to mix options (c) and (d). The true value of the peer-to-peerapproach may lie in its

complementary nature, that it can co-exist with and improveupon the other infrastructure-

based approaches. It is this model that we focus on first; and we examine later how

P-centers can be integrated into this model.

5.2 Problem Definitions

• Static routing graphs.In Figure 5.1(d), suppose each user is only allowed to directly

exchange P-disks with “neighbors” along the dashed lines. Byconstraining the number

of such neighbors for each node, we limit the number of P-disks handled per site. A

natural question is how such neighbors are chosen. In graph theoretic terms, the problem

of simultaneously limiting the number of P-disks handled per node and maximum latency

can be seen as that of constructing a directed graph with a large number of nodes while

keeping the diameter and the maximum node degree small. The diameter corresponds

to the maximum latency, and the degree of a node corresponds to the number of P-disks

it handles. Although the problem of constraining both graphdegree and diameter is

applicable to general networks, we shall see that the quantitative tradeoff involved in the

Postmanet (between postal system delays and the number of P-disks handled), and the

need of generalizing the problem dynamically present unique challenges.
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• Dynamic routing.The problem posed above concerns a static topology: a Postmanet

node may directly exchange P-disks only with a small number of pre-determined neigh-

bors. These static constraints may be unnecessarily restrictive. For example, in Fig-

ure 5.1(d), ifC desires to send data toA, its data would normally be routed throughB.

But, there is no reason whyC should not be allowed to send a P-diskdirectly to A if,

on a given day, it does not overburden either of them. The question concerning a more

dynamic approach is how to allow for such routing flexibilities without causing problems

such as too many P-disks being handled by any one node on any given day. This is a

routing optimization problem unique to the Postmanet.

• Disseminating routing information and coordinating routing actions. The questions

are: (1) how is the traffic information (in terms of who is sending to whom) gathered? (2)

who computes the routes? and (3) how are the computed routes disseminated?

• Geographic awareness.Obviously, not all postal hops are equal in terms of their

geographic distances and postal delays. The question is howto construct routing graphs

that can account for these factors.

• Integrating P-centers.We would like to understand how to best integrate P-centers into

our routing mechanism, incrementally if necessary, to improve service quality.

5.3 Solutions to the Routing Problems

We now answer each of the questions posed in the last section.

5.3.1 Static Routing Graphs

Although dynamic routing should undoubtedly out-perform the static approach, espe-

cially under light workloads, finding good static topologies is important for two reasons:
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.2: Indirect peer-to-peer routing topology graphs. Each node represents a Postmanet site. A
directed edge indicates that data can only flow in the direction of the arrow. An undirected edge indicates
that data can flow in either direction.

(1) a good static routing graph may form the basis of a good dynamic routing algorithm;

and (2) a good static routing graph may provide a performanceupper-bound for a uni-

formly heavy workload, which may present few exploitable optimization opportunities

for any dynamic approach.

Figure 5.2 shows some ways that Postmanet nodes can forward data for each other.

Suppose the number of Postmanet nodes isN. Using the ring topology of Figure 5.2(a), a

Postmanet user handles one disk but the end-to-end latency can be long. Using the tree of

Figure 5.2(b), a Postmanet user handles three disks and the end-to-end latency is logN,

but the higher-level nodes are likely to need to copy more data. The ring topology of

Figure 5.2(a) can be extended to a 2-d mesh as shown in Figure 5.2(c), or more generally,

to ak-dimensional mesh. In such a topology, a Postmanet user handles k disks and the

worst case end-to-end latency isk k
√

N. Figure 5.2(d) illustrates a hierarchical cluster-

based algorithm for constructing a routing topology: an “(i + 1)th level cluster” is a

complete graph ofj +1 lower-level (ith level) clusters, each of which hasj nodes inside.

In Figure 5.2(d), for example,i = 1 and j = 3. At the next two levels up,j grows to

3×4 = 12 and 12×13= 156, respectively. In this topology, the worst case end-to-end

latency isO(logN), and the number of disks handled by each user isO(log logN).
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Other alternatives include the various interconnection topologies used by Distributed

Hash Tables (DHTs) to enable object location in peer-to-peer systems. These include

adaptations of hypercubes [54, 72], tori [52], and de Bruijn graphs [31]. The hypercube-

based interconnections, such as Pastry and Tapestry, can beutilized in a Postmanet

to probabilistically limit the end-to-end latency toO(logN) with each user handling

O(logN) disks. Topologies based on de Bruijn graphs can also probabilistically limit the

end-to-end latency toO(logN) while requiring only a constant number of disks handled

by each user. These systems employ implicit routing whereinrouting decisions are made

locally without requiring elaborate knowledge of the global topology. We do however

note that implicit routing may be of limited value in Postmanet, where the control and

data traffic can be conveyed on different networks—the LLLB Internet could be used for

dispersing topology information or topology repairs in case of failures, while bulk data is

communicated over the HLHB channels.

Recall that the graph diameter corresponds to the maximum end-to-end latency, and

the degree of a node corresponds to the number of disks it handles. For diameterD and

maximum degree∆, it can be shown that an upper bound (known as theMoore bound)

on the number of nodes in the graph is:(∆D+1−1)/(∆−1). The Moore bound can not

be achieved exactly, except for the trivial cases when∆ or D is 1. There is, however, a

long history of attempts to explicitly construct large graphs with bounded diameter and

maximum degree [22]. Many of these constructions use sophisticated group theoretic

techniques. Randomized constructions with constant degreefor each node andO(log N)

diameter are also well known. We, however, note that it is important to map these abstract

graphs onto Postmanet participants in a geography-aware manner so that we do not incur

unnecessary extra postal system delays and costs. Therefore, simpler and more intuitive
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Figure 5.3: A 3-dimensional de Bruijn graph.

constructions, such as those illustrated in Figure 5.2, mayeventually prove to be more

usable in practice.

We examine two types of static routing graphs for use in the Postmanet: de Bruijn

graphs [11] and random graphs. Anr-dimensional de Bruijn graph consists of 2r nodes.

Each node is associated with a distinctr-bit binary string, and a node identified by

the binary stringb1b2 · · ·br has directed edges leading towards the nodes identified by

b2 · · ·br0 andb2 · · ·br1. (Figure 5.3 illustrates an 8-node de Bruijn graph.) Each node

has both an indegree and outdegree of two. To route from a nodeu1u2u3 · · ·ur to a node

v1v2v3 · · ·vr , one simply routes through the intermediate nodesu2u3 · · ·urv1, u3 · · ·urv1v2,

. . . , urv1v2 · · ·vr−1, thereby resulting in a system with diameter of logN. When the

number of nodes involved is not an exact power of 2, a static routing graph can still

be obtained by starting with a larger de Bruijn graph, and “routing through” non-existent

nodes. Also note, choosingk as the “base” would result in a degree-k graph.

Although random graphs can also achieveO(log N) diameter with constant node

degree, unlike de Bruijn graphs, the diameter bound is probabilistic. Furthermore, com-

pared to de Bruijn graphs, random graphs tend to require a larger node degree constant to

achieve a comparable diameter bound.
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5.3.2 Disseminating Traffic and Routing Information

In traditional networks, implicit routing, wherein routing decisions are made locally with-

out requiring elaborate knowledge of the global topology, can be very useful. In contrast,

implicit routing may be of lesser importance in a Postmanet that has two “networks”—

the LLLB Internet could be used for dispersing topology information or topology repairs,

while bulk data traverses the HLHB channels.

In a similar vein, we can also use the LLLB channel to disseminate traffic information

(in terms of who desires to send bulk data to whom). This makesthe dynamic routing

problem easier to solve. We may assume, for example, that traffic information is con-

tinuously being gathered at a centralized coordinator siteover an LLLB channel. The

coordinator uses the gathered information to compute the best dynamic routes, which

the coordinator then disseminates to all the participatingpeer Postmanet sites, so by the

time a postman arrives at a site to pick up outgoing P-disks, appropriate next-hop postal

labels would have been generated at each site according to a global schedule and affixed

to these outgoing P-disks. Furthermore, as much as 24 hours,for example, may elapse

between successive postman visits, so the coordinator may have ample time computing

the best dynamic routes. Multiple coordinators can be employed to improve reliability

and performance.

5.3.3 Dynamic Routing

In Section 5.3.1, we have described a static routing strategy, where a message from a node

sdestined for a nodet is always routed along the shortest path in the underlying deBruijn

graph. As pointed out in Section 5.2, this can be overly restrictive, especially when some

nodes are lightly loaded. Consider the example in Figure 5.4.The figure shows a portion
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Figure 5.4: A dynamic routing example. The dark arrows are the edges in the underlying static routing
graph. The dotted edges are the “short-cut” edges that A usesto directly forward messages to E and M.

of the underlying static graph, where out- and in-degree of each node is constrained to be

at most two. (Not all graph edges are shown here.) Assume thatat some stage, nodeA

only has messages destined for nodesE, G, H, M andN. In this case, instead of using

the edges in the underlying graph,A may use the “short-cut” edgesA→ E andA→ M,

and in a single step, send the messages destined forE, G andH directly toE, and those

destined forM andN directly toM.

A good “dynamic routing algorithm” for Postmanet would makedecisions of this

kind in an optimal manner. Specifically, it would be an “on-line” algorithm that for each

postman visit at each site, determines the next-hop destinations for the out-going P-disks,

and also selects the set of messages to put on those P-disks. In general, an “on-line”

optimization problem needs to be solved to dynamically choose the short-cut edges along

which P-disks are to be shipped, and to select the messages toput on those devices. The

goal is to make progress toward delivering messages to theirrespective destinations, while

respecting the degree constraints on the nodes per postman visit. As new messages are

generated each day, the state of the system needs to be updated, which affects the choice

of the short-cut edges on subsequent days. One way to measureincremental “progress”

made by the system toward delivering a given message is to measure how close in the

underlying static graph the message has reached to its eventual destination. A greedy
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optimization algorithm can then, at each step, try to choosethe edges so as to quickly

make as much global progress as possible.

In our proposed dynamic routing approach, an algorithm is run at the end of each step

(or day) to determine the edges along which to ship P-disks onthe next day. Our algo-

rithm constructs a bipartite graph with vertex setP∪Q, where each node of the system

appears exactly once in bothP andQ. Edgep → q is assigned a weight proportional

to the progress that can be made by sending a P-disk from nodep to q directly. The

problem then reduces to choosing a set of edges so as to make asmuch total progress as

possible. For this purpose, maximum-weight matching algorithms, or min-cost max-flow

algorithms can be used. The algorithm is repeatedly invokedto find a set of matchings

along which to ship P-disks. The weights on the edges can alsotake into account other

factors such as message priorities, delivery deadlines andstarvation. With a suitable

choice of the progress metric, the dynamic routing algorithm would degenerate to the

static routing algorithm under heavy message traffic. (Specific progress metrics will be

discussed in a later section.) Thus, in the worst case, the performance of the dynamic

algorithm would be no worse than that of the static algorithm, while under lighter load

conditions, the dynamic algorithm would perform much better.

It is interesting to note that under this dynamic routing approach, the dynamically

chosen routes are by no means obliged to follow any edges in the static underlying de

Bruijn (or random) graph. The static graph’s sole purpose is providing a means for the

dynamic algorithms to gauge progress when greedily choosing next hops. In some sense,

the static graph acts as a “traffic shaper,” whose influence should be the strongest under

extremely heavy workloads, which we conjecture would forcethe dynamically chosen

routes to more closely conform to the shortest paths in the static graph.
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Although the role of a static graph is only a traffic shaper, itis important for the static

graph to have a node degree constraint that is identical to that of the dynamic routing

graph, which should reflect the real-life limitation of how many P-disks a site handles.

Had we chosen a static graph with a higher node degree and enforced a lower node degree

only in the dynamic routing algorithm, the progress metric derived from the static graph

could be overly optimistic, potentially resulting in too many messages being delivered to

a site that cannot drain them quickly due to a low dynamic degree limit.

It is possible to model dynamic routing as a more precise optimization problem, and

to try to achieve “theoretically-optimal” solutions. However, there seems to be little hope

of finding such optimal solutions for two reasons. First, even the off-line version of our

problem (where all of the requests are available at the beginning of the computation)

appears to be NP-hard because of its relationship with the well-studied multi-commodity

fixed-charge problems. Second, our real interest lies in devising an on-line algorithm that

executes continuously and handles a multitude of events occurring in the system, and not

all versions of our problem may be easily amenable to theoretically optimal solutions.

Hence we use a greedy, heuristics-based approach.

5.3.4 Geographic Awareness

The postal system latencies for different source-destination pairs cannot be assumed to

be uniform in general. For example, depending on the shipping option used, even within

the continental United States, the delivery times can vary between 1 day and as many as 7

days. Therefore, Postmanet routing needs to be aware of the non-uniform postal system

latencies to prevent routing inefficiencies.
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We use two techniques to make Postmanet routing geography-aware. First, we embed

the static routing graph onto the set of participating nodesin a geography-aware fashion

such that the postal system latencies along the graph edges are not too large. In other

words, our algorithm tries to map neighboring nodes in the graph to physical nodes that

have small postal system latency between them. This is achieved by using a Dijkstra-

style greedy algorithm that tries to ensure that the postal system latencies along the graph

edges are not too large. Second, actual postal system latencies are taken into account

when assigning weights to the edges in the bipartite graph used in the maximum-matching

computation. We study the effects of both of these techniques in chapter 5.4.

5.3.5 Integrating P-Centers

We next consider how to integrate P-centers into our peer-to-peer routing infrastructure.

P-centers, with their ability to provide two-hop connectivity between any pair of nodes,

could be used to either service only some high-priority messages, or improve the latency

of all messages by providing short-cuts in the routing infrastructure. The optimization

problem, in either case, is to compute a set of source nodes and a possibly overlapping

set of destination nodes for which a given P-center would serve as a hub on a given day in

order to maximize the progress of the messages in the system.Each node is constrained

to send to (or receive from) the P-centers at most one P-disk on any given day. A given

P-center would not be statically bound to a fixed set of nodes,thereby allowing it to adapt

to varying traffic conditions. Once again, theoretically optimal solutions for this problem

are intractable even for the special case of augmenting the infrastructure with just one

P-center, and we therefore resort to the following heuristic.
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We determine the routing connectivity for one P-center at a time during each routing

step. We begin by greedily picking a source node that would attain the greatest benefit

from using the P-center to communicate its messages to at most dpc destinations, where

dpc is the out-degree constraint on the P-center. We then pick the next source node based

on a metric that takes into account both the amount of messagetraffic to some set ofdpc

destinations and the amount of message traffic to only those destinations that are favored

by the first selected node. We repeat this process, and at eachstep, we keep track of the

most popular destinations corresponding to the current setof selected source nodes and

pick the next source node based on this information. Once we have picked all the source

nodes, the most populardpc destinations are selected as the target nodes to which the

P-center will send a P-disk. Based on the final selection of thetarget nodes, each source

node will then compute what messages it will send to the P-center node, including on the

P-disk any message that would make faster progress through the P-center than through

the peer-to-peer infrastructure.

5.4 Routing Simulation

We have evaluated our proposed routing methodologies via simulation. We have de-

veloped an event-driven simulator to study the various routing strategies described in

this chapter. Our simulator allows us to systematically evaluate the performance and

scaling properties of the various algorithms under different workloads, study the effects

of using different kinds of static graphs, examine ways of mapping abstract graphs to

real-life Postmanet configurations, and evaluate the benefit of integrating P-centers into

the routing infrastructure.
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Although our current Digital StudyHall testbed is in India,we did not have access

to good Indian postal data, so the study is performed based onU.S. postal data. As we

discuss below, however, one would see that the assumptions here may very well apply

to India. The nodes used by our simulator correspond to randomly chosen USPS zip

codes, located at real-life geographic coordinates. The simulator uses a latency matrix,

enumerating latencies between all pairs of nodes. We examine two types of latency

matrices. In one type, all latencies are equal to one day. This “uniform latency matrix”

corresponds to a fast delivery service (such as FedEx, or courier services in India). In

another type, the latencies are set to be proportional to thegeographical distances between

nodes. At one day per 500 miles, with a maximum latency of eight days in the lower 48

states and a minimum of one day, and with the inclusion of nodes in Hawaii and Alaska,

this second type of matrix represents a pessimistic assumption of the delivery service

speed, a speed that is in fact worse than that experienced by DVDs delivered as first class

USPS mails, and perhaps more similar to postal speeds seen inIndia. We shall refer to

this as the “USPS latency matrix.” By choosing to use these twovery different types of

latency matrices, we hope to get some idea on the range of Postmanet latencies one might

see in real-life.

For the experiments in this section, we use a parameterized,random workload, where

each node generatesλ new unit-sized messages each day destined forλ distinct, randomly-

selected other nodes. The parameterλ is referred to as the “Average Message Load” of

the workload, or simply as the “load.” All workloads in our study contain 60 days worth

of message traffic. To account for our conjecture that peopleeither do not communicate

or communicate with more than an average number of other parties, we have introduced

“burstiness” into the workload. Hence a node would generatea lot of messages on some
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days and very little during others, resulting in “bursty” traffic but with the average load

given by the parameterλ.

5.4.1 Routing Algorithms

We now compare static and dynamic routing algorithms, and also study the impact of

using different progress metrics for the dynamic algorithms. In theStaticalgorithm, each

node only sends P-disks to its neighbors in the underlying static graph each day. The

Prefixalgorithm is a dynamic algorithm that chooses “short-cut” edges that correspond to

multiple hops in the underlying static graph, as discussed in Section 5.3.3 and illustrated

by Figure 5.4. The chosen short-cut edges are, however, constrained so that no message

ever overshoots its destination. For example, in the topology of Figure 5.4, supposeA

has 1 message each forE andM, and 1,000 messages each forG andN. Although edges

A → G andA → N make greater incremental progress in terms of delivering messages,

thePrefixalgorithm is constrained not to overshootE andM, thus choosing edgesA→ E

andA→M. TheMatch-Hopsalgorithm is a dynamic algorithm that is not hobbled by the

above constraint, but instead uses a maximum-weight matching technique to maximize

the sum progress of all the messages through the network. (See Section 5.3.3.) The

progress metric associated with transmitting a message over an edge is simply how much

closer the message is to its eventual destination in terms ofnumber of hops in the static

graph. TheMatch-Latalgorithm uses a different progress metric that takes into account

the postal system latencies (and not just hop-counts) in determining how much closer

the message is to its final destination in the static graph. Our implementation of these

algorithms uses Goldberg’s Network Optimization Library [20].
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of different routing algorithms andgeography-awareness techniques. The runs in
(a) use the uniform latency-matrix, whereas those in (b) and(c) use the USPS latency-matrix. A random
mapping of physical nodes to de Bruijn graph nodes is used in (b), while (c) uses a geography-aware
mapping. (d) plots some curves from (b) and (c) on the same scale for comparison.
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Figure 5.5(a) shows the performance of three routing algorithms for a network com-

prising of 1,024 nodes. A de Bruijn graph of degree two (referred to as “DB-2”) is used

as the underlying static graph, and the uniform latency-matrix is used to specify inter-

node latencies1. We vary the “load,” which is the average number of messages generated

at each node on each day in the workload, and measure the average message latency (in

days). (The latency in the figure is greater than one even whenload is no greater than

one because of the workload burstiness: the instantaneous load tends to be higher than

average when a node communicates.) The following observations can be made from this

graph. (1)Staticuses only the edges in the static graph, and yields an averagelatency

that is precisely the average distance between a pair of nodes in the underlying static

graph, a value that does not vary with the load. (2) The two dynamic algorithms perform

much better thanStaticwhen the network is lightly loaded. As the load increases, their

performance gracefully degrades and approaches that ofStatic. (3) Prefix degenerates

to Staticas soon as the average load approaches the number of P-disks that each node

handles (two in this case), whereasMatch-Hopsout-performsStatic for a much wider

range of load values.

Figures 5.5(b) and 5.5(c) present results from similar executions, except that here the

USPS latency-matrix is used instead of the uniform one. In Figure 5.5(b), ageography-

unaware,random embedding is used to assign the physical nodes to the de Bruijn graph

nodes, whereas in Figure 5.5(c) ageography-awaremapping generated via a Dijkstra-

style greedy algorithm is used. Figure 5.5(d) plots theMatch-HopsandMatch-Latcurves

from Figures 5.5(b) and 5.5(c) on the same scale to aid us in the task of comparing

the different schemes. We begin by observing thatStaticperforms much better in Fig-

1For the uniform latency-matrix,Match-Lathas the same behavior asMatch-Hops,and is therefore
omitted from the figure.
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ure 5.5(c) than in Figure 5.5(b), which is evidence that our geography-aware greedy

algorithm produces a mapping that has significantly smallerpostal latencies along the

graph edges than a random mapping. We also observe thatMatch-Lat significantly

outperformsMatch-Hops, mainly because the latter algorithm uses a progress metricthat

is oblivious to the non-uniform nature of the postal latencies. This, combined with its

greedy nature, makesMatch-Hops’s performance even worse than that ofPrefix, which

benefits from its conservative approach of not overshootingits destinations and simply

degrades to using the static graph edges in the worst case. Finally, we observe from

Figure (d) that thegeography-awareversion ofMatch-Latperforms the best overall.

In Section 5.3.3, we conjectured that the use of a static underlying graph acts as

a “traffic shaper” for the dynamic algorithms, especially under heavy load conditions.

Figure 5.6 presents evidence to support this. Consider Figure 5.6(a) first. It describes

executions of the geography-awareMatch-Latalgorithm on four workloads of different

average loads. In each execution, we count the number of times the algorithm picks

a short-cut edge that spansk de Bruijn edges, and the curve is acumulative frequency

distributionof these counts. In other words, a data point(x,y) on a curve signifies that

y% of the short-cut edges selected by the algorithm spanx or fewer de Bruijn edges. For

example, when 100% of the chosen edges span only one de Bruijn edge, we effectively

have a traffic that entirely flows along the de Bruijn graph. Looking at the four curves,

we observe that as load increases, a higher fraction of the chosen edges span only a

small number of de Bruijn edges; that is, under high loads, thedynamic traffic more

closely conforms to the underlying de Bruijn graph. Figures 5.6(a)-(d) show results from

different de Bruijn graphs and different latency matrices, and they all support the same

conclusion.
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Figure 5.6: Analyzing the traffic generated by the geography-aware Match-Lat algorithm (a) on a DB-2
graph with the uniform latency matrix, (b) on a DB-4 graph with the uniform latency matrix, (c) on a DB-2
graph with the USPS latency matrix, (d) on a DB-4 graph with the USPS latency matrix.
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Figure 5.7: Comparing a degree 2 de Bruijn graph with a degree2 random graph as the underlying static
graph for the Match-Lat algorithm. We use the USPS latency matrix for this experiment.

5.4.2 Comparing de Bruijn and Random Graphs

Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between using a de Bruijn graph or a random graph as

the underlying static graph. The curves show the performance of the geography-aware

Match-Latalgorithm where each of the 1,024 nodes has degree 2. As the graph shows, de

Bruijn graph-based execution performs better than that based on a random graph under

high message loads. Here we omit results that show that the difference between the two

graphs is less pronounced when each node has degree 4 or more,or when the uniform

latency matrix is used. The degree 2 case shown in the figure isrealistic enough to make

our use of the de Bruijn graph worth-while.

5.4.3 Integrating P-Centers

We now present some preliminary results of the impact of integrating data distribution

centers (or P-centers) into the peer-to-peer infrastructure. Figure 5.8 shows the perfor-

mance of a dynamic routing algorithm (Match-Lat) on a 1,024-node network that uses

a de Bruijn graph of degree two as the static underlying graph.The workload under

consideration generates on average five messages per node each day. We vary the number
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Figure 5.8: Impact of distribution centers on routing performance.

and the degree capacity of the P-centers and evaluate the routing performance under the

two following settings: (1) the P-centers serve all of the message load in the system

(with the peer-to-peer infrastructure remaining unused),and (2) the P-centers share the

routing load with the peer-to-peer infrastructure. For instance, the curve with the legend

“degree=150, p2p” corresponds to augmenting peer-to-peerrouting with P-centers that

can handle 150 incoming P-disks and generate 150 outgoing P-disks every day, while the

top three curves in the figure correspond to using just P-centers for routing.

In these preliminary results, we see that a modest start of augmenting the peer-to-peer

infrastructure with just one P-center causes a modest improvement on performance, but

the marginal benefit of either increasing the number of P-centers or their degree capacity

appears small. In particular, as we increase the number of P-centers, although we are

making more routing resources available, our current heuristics may be simultaneously

increasing extra hops among the P-centers themselves, thuspartially negating the ad-

vantages of the extra P-centers. We also see that a single P-center with a large degree

capacity appears to perform better than having more P-centers with a smaller degree

capacity. We also see that the peer-to-peer infrastructure, with no additional P-centers,

appears to outperform many stand-alone P-centers. This could potentially be explained
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by the fact that in a large geographic area, an end node is likely to be still relatively far

away from the nearest of the modest number of P-centers, while the end nodes may likely

have shorter paths among themselves, especially when they take the de Bruijn “short

cuts.” This effect may not be the case within a smaller geographic area served by a single

content production hub in the Digital StudyHall today. We caution, however, that the

heuristics that we are using currently for incorporating the P-centers are directly derived

from the peer-to-peer algorithm, and thus may not be fully taking advantage of the P-

center resources; and better approaches and better resultsmay be possible than what is

implied in this figure.
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Chapter 6

A Message Passing API

Our experiences with the Digital StudyHall system (Chapter 3), built on top of the PHTTP

substrate (Chapter 4), have exposed a number of issues that weneed to work on. In the

previous chapter (Chapter 5), we have studied the issue of scalable routing strategies,

strategies that are necessary if we were to expand the Digital StudyHall “network.” In

this chapter, we return to the end points, and examine a number of issues that have not

been adequately addressed in the PHTTP layer, issues that are unique to the Postmanet en-

vironment. These issues include the handling of bursty arrival of bulk data, the intelligent

exploitation of two networks in parallel, support for undo operations, and P-disk physical

organization for optimal performance. We shall see that even just from a performance

point of view, the answer of “leaving it to the applications”is far from adequate, and we

need system-level solutions that support and coordinate needs from multiple applications.

For this part of the study, we have done our work on an alternative message passing

API, on which we have developed a number of experimental applications other than

the Digital StudyHall. Several practical reasons underliethis decision. The Digital

StudyHall and the PHTTP systems provide the underlying support infrastructure of a
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larger rural distance learning project in India today. As such, it is a production system

whose maintenance and development need to be carefully managed, so we do not disrupt

daily education work. As a result, it is not the best platformfor ad hoc experimentation.

The study discussed in this chapter has been done in parallelto the work done on the

Digital StudyHall, so it has not always been possible to “graft” the ideas discussed here

onto a mature version of the PHTTP substrate during the development of both. Not all

applications are browser-based, and the message passing API discussed in this chapter

potentially allows a greater degree of freedom. Examination of other applications beyond

the Digital StudyHall application, albeit much simpler ones, is important, given our goal

of engineeringgeneralsystems support for the Postmanet. Our intention is to investigate

a number of experimental approaches to the issues mentionedearlier, and only after we

have understood the implications of our approaches in this alternative message passing

API, will we consider grafting these ideas back onto the production PHTTP system.

6.1 Postmanet Characteristics and Implications

The Postmanet has several unique characteristics, which require treatment different from

that in conventional networks.

• Bursty arrival of large amounts of data.A single Postmanet sender could have spent

many hours writing to a P-disk, and data from multiple sources can arrive at a receiver

per postman visit. Gigabytes or even terabytes of data couldbe involved. A (human or

application) receiver would naturally desire to gain access to the newly arriving data as

quickly as possible. A naive approach of forcing the receiver to wait until the system

completes copying from incoming P-disks to local storage could add substantial delay.

Instead, it is important to allow receiver applications quick access to summary or meta-
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data information so that they can make flexible decisions before a large amount of data

needs to be copied. This is an issue that does not arise in conventional networks that

allow gradual and continuous data arrival.

• Two networks.The villages where DSH is deployed today do not yet have any other

modes of connectivity than the Postmanet. In the future, perhaps elsewhere, the aid of

an LLLB Internet connection should make the Postmanet operate better. In addition

to using the LLLB channel to carry small control messages, the sender system may

choose between the LLLB Internet and an HLHB P-disk based on factors such as the

amount of data to be sent and the desired arrival time. One mayeven choose to use

both channels in parallel. For example, a Postmanet application may prepare multiple

versions of an object (at different resolutions) for simultaneous transmission on the LLLB

and HLHB channels. The LLLB link is particular useful in dealing with the datagram

limitations of the Postmanet: the postal system representsa classic analogy of a datagram

service—individual P-disks may be damaged, lost, delayed,or delivered out of order. In

PHTTP today, these complications are solely dealt with by the control messages (such as

acknowledgements) carried by P-disks, and the use of LLLB links for this purpose would

have improved the system.

• Delayed action. Conventional networks typically do not support, for example, an

“unsend” operation, that allows a user to change his mind after a “send” operation is exe-

cuted, because there is typically little time before actions are effected. In the Postmanet,

however, there is ample opportunity for mind-changing: before the postman picks up the

outgoing P-disk at the sender, as the P-disk is in transit in aP-center or in a peer’s P-router,

or even after the P-disk arrives at the destination but before the data is consumed by the

receiver application. Even in absence of a mind-changing sender, a receiver application

may discover that some of the newly arriving data is no longerneeded due to application-
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specific reasons. In any case, the LLLB channel can be used to “shoot down” a message

in any stage of transmission between the sender and the receiver end-points.

• P-disk communication media.Large-capacity P-disks play the role of wires. A P-disk

may hold many messages, which require the data to be organized in a more structured

fashion than that typically employed on a wire. A natural question is what type of

structure we should use: for example, a database, a file system, or some other customized

data structure? The physical organization of storage management is also a relevant

issue. For example, a log-structured approach [53] may allow small message “sends” and

certain types of copying to execute efficiently. PHTTP simply uses the native CD/DVD

file system to store its data and metadata. As we shall see, itsperformance can be far

from optimal.

6.2 API Overview

The most important means of addressing the unique Postmanetcharacteristics discussed

above is well-defined APIs. Properly defined APIs should (1) abstract away unpleasant

details (such as the datagram limitations of the postal services), (2) expose new capabil-

ities (such as ways of using two networks), and (3) allow applications to circumvent

performance difficulties (such as the problems associated with bursty arrival of large

amounts of data). We give an overview of the interfaces, before we later explain how

they address the Postmanet-specific characteristics.

There are three key sets of interfaces: (1) an interface thatallows applications to ma-

nipulate data on P-disks (Figure 6.1), (2) an interface thatcontrols sending and receiving

of data (Figure 6.2), and (3) an internal interface used by P-routers that communicate

with each other (but not visible to applications) (Figure 6.3).
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1.Entry.getName()
name of this Entry .

2.Entry.getFullName()
full path of this Entry .

3.Entry.create(name, type)
create subentry. type : File or Dir .

4.Entry.delete(name)
delete a subentry.

5.Entry.deleteAll(name)
delete a subentry recursively.

6.Entry.get(name)
returns the specified subentry.

7.Entry.list()
list names of subentries of this Entry .

8.Entry.listEntries()
returns list of subentries in this Entry .

9.Entry.search(filter)
list subentries that match filter .

10.Entry.isFile()
test whether this Entry is a file .

11.Entry.isDirectory()
test whether this Entry is a Dir .

12.Entry.size()
returns size of this Entry .

13.Entry.getFD()
gets the "file descriptor" for this Entry .

(a)Entry interface (partial).

1.FD.lseek(offset, whence)
set this pointer to specified offset .

2.FD.getOffset()
returns current offset.

3.FD.length()
returns size of this File .

4.FD.sync()
flush changes to disk.

5.FD.read(bytes)
returns next bytes of data.

6.FD.read(count,prefetch)
similar. prefetch : this is low priority.

7.FD.write(data)
write given data to this File .

8.FD.write(srcFD, offset, bytes)
write bytes starting from given source 
srcFD ’s given offset .

(b) FD interface.

1.Entry.getAttributes()
returns all attributes of an this Entry .

2.Entry.getAttributes(nameSet)
returns only specified attributes.

3.Entry.getAttribute(key)
returns specified attribute.

4.Entry.modifyAttribute(key,value)
modify/add specified attribute.

(c) Entry attribute interface.

Figure 6.1: Local storage interfaces (available to applications).
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1.Msg.getSender()
returns EndPoint of sender.

2.Msg.dateSent()
returns date when message was sent.

3.Msg.getType()
query whether message is an Ack , 
TrackingUpdate , FailureNotice etc.

4.Msg.getID()
returns a MessageID .

5.Msg.discard()
delete this message.

1.EP.getZip()
2. EP.setZip(pzip)
3. EP.getMailbox()
4. EP.setMailbox(mailbox)
5. EP.getIP()
6. EP.setIP(ip)
7. EP.getAddress()

get postal address for this EndPoint .
(a)EndPointinterface.

1.Msg.newMessage()
start a new message.

2.Msg.newMessage(path)
start a new message with an Entry of
a given path.

3.Msg.newMessage(entry)
used by a receiver to treat a received
entry as a message.

4.Msg.add(sourcePath, destPath)
add sourcePath as destPath .

5.Msg.add(entry,destPath)
add entry as destpath .

6.Msg.setRecipients(endPointList)
set message destinations.

7.Msg.setReturnAddress(endPoint)
set return address for Acks etc.

8.Msg.setTracking(level)
set message tracking to given level .

9.Msg.setDeliveryDeadline(date)
allows application to set a hint.

10.Msg.setReplicaID(id)
for identifying application-level replicas.

11.Msg.setInternetDelivery()
hint: delivered over the LLB Internet.

12.Msg.setResolution(level)
set resolution level of the message.

(b) Message interface (partial).

1.Pnet.send(msg, callback)
asynchronous send. callback is invoked 
when msg has been copied to local spool 
(or an error occurs). returns a MessageID .

2. Pnet.send(msgID, msg, callback)
similar.  sends with specific msgID . Useful
for sending “same messages” at multiple
resolutions.

(c) Postmanet send calls.

1.Pnet.delete(msgID)
delete a message.

2.Pnet.delete(msgID, filter)
delete parts of message matching filter .

(d) Postmanet delete calls.

1.Pnet.getRootEntry()
returns root Entry .

2.Pnet.setCallback(mailbox, 
callback, filter)

set callback for a given mailbox . 
callback is invoked everytime a 
message matching filter is received.

3.Pnet.removeCallback(mailbox, 
callback)

remove a previously set callback.
4.Pnet.getCallbacks(mailbox)
lists all callback s in effect for this 
mailbox.

5.Pnet.getNext(mailbox, flag)
returns next new message in mailbox .

(e)Postmanet: receiver setup.

(f) Message: calls available to a receiver.

Figure 6.2: Communication interfaces (available to applications).
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1.Peer.msgOk(messageID)
acknowledges the receipt of a message.

2.Peer.msgError(messageID, cause)
error receiving a message due to cause .

3.Peer.PdiskOk(PdiskID)
acknowledges the receipt of a P-disk.

4.Peer.PdiskError(PdiskID, cause)
error receiving a P-disk due to cause .

5.Peer.stashedCopy(messageID)
reports a copy of a message is stashed.

6.Peer.discardedCopy(messageID)
reports a previously stashed copy is 
discarded.

7.Peer.resend(messageID)
requests peer to resend a message. 
returns error if copy is no longer available.

8.Peer.receiveEntry(Entry)
receives an Entry over the Internet.

9.Peer.delete(messageID, filter)
delete parts of message matching filter .

10.Peer.trackingUpdate(messageID,
trackingInfo)
reports tracking information.

11.Peer.expectReplica(messageID,
replicaID, expiryDate)
informs that a replica is on the way.

Figure 6.3: Peer interfaces (hidden from applications).

An Entry is a basic P-disk-resident object that roughly correspondsto a Unix file

or a directory (6.1(a)). Unlike conventional files, however, additional Postmanet-specific

semantics and operations are built on top ofEntries . FDs, similar (but not identical)

to file descriptors, allow data to be read from/written to P-disks (6.1(b)). Beyond the file

system-like operations, anEntry also has associated “attributes,” or(Key, Value)

pairs, which are used by both the system and applications (6.1(c)). (As examples, the

intended recipient identity would be a system attribute of the outgoing data; and the URL

of a web-based publication would be an application-specificattribute.)

A Mailbox is a directoryEntry under which an application finds incoming data.

To send data, one needs to specify a destinationEndPoint (6.2(a)), which contains a

Pzip that identifies the receiver machine, aMailbox , and optionally, the IP address

of the destination machine. Such addressing information can be provided by a separate

lookup service analogous to the DNS service of today. Lookups can leverage the LLLB

Internet. We are using a simple local file in the current prototype.

Messages areEntries . A sender manufacturesMessages using the interface

of 6.2(b). These calls essentially allow one to set a varietyof attributes, which specify
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various delivery options. Of all these calls, onlysetRecipients() is necessary.

BecauseMessages areEntries , all supported calls ofEntries (6.1(a)) are also

available forMessages . Once a message is created, it can be sent using the calls of

6.2(c), or “unsent” using those of 6.2(d) (if one were to change his mind). Postmanet

provides “reliable” messaging but it currently does not guarantee in-order delivery. It

allows one-to-many communication.

To receive messages, an application setsCallbacks on its Mailbox (6.2(e)).

When aCallback is invoked, theEntry that resulted in its invocation is passed as

an argument to the callback function. Note that the callbackfunction would need to

explicitly perform read operations using the interfaces given in Figures 6.1 and 6.2(f).

The data being read, however, may or may not have been moved from an incoming P-

disk to other local storage at the receiver by the system. This allows both good perfor-

mance, for applications that desire to control their own data movement from a P-disk into

application-specific local store, and convenience, for applications that do not want to be

bothered with such low-level details.

The peer interfaces shown in Figure 6.3 allow peer P-routersto communicate with

each other, mainly over the LLLB Internet channel. These interfaces are not visible

to applications. They allow P-routers to manage control information such as acknowl-

edgements, failure notifications, retransmission requests, message shoot-downs, replica

management, and message tracking. Small data messages are also transmitted over the

LLLB Internet using this interface.
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6.3 Managing Postmanet-Specific Characteristics

We now discuss how the unique characteristics of the Postmanet (Section 6.1) are man-

aged by (and behind) the interfaces given above (Section 6.2). These characteristics

interact in interesting ways: the problems caused by some ofthese characteristics can be

addressed by opportunities offered by other characteristics. For example, the datagram

limitations and poor latencies can be improved if we judiciously exploit the availability

of two networks and the excess capacity on P-disks.

• P-disk organization.The “messages” are organized in a hierarchical file system, with

additional attributes and supported operations added to the file system-like objects. This

arrangement makes the system easy to use for applications, many of which would find

a file system-like interface natural. A sending applicationcan prepare the outgoing data

in a format that its receiving counterpart can readily integrate into its own persistent data

structures. Minimum packing, unpacking, or conversion should be necessary. What we

are seeing is a form of blurring the boundary between storageand networks. (The issues

being explored here, however, as we explain in chapter 7, arequite different from those

seen in distributed storage and file systems.)

• Two networks.The LLLB Internet is made available for use to both the systemand

applications. The peer interfaces (Figure 6.3) allow peer P-routers to exchange various

types of small control information. TheMessage interface allows applications to pro-

vide explicit or implicit hints (including delivery deadlines, and whether a message is a

low resolution version of a bigger P-disk-resident message) on whether and when to use

the LLLB Internet channel. (See calls 9, 11, 12 of Figure 6.2(b).)

• Bursty arrival of large amounts of data.We have several potentially conflicting goals:

(1) copying all the data out of an incoming P-disk to receiverlocal storage as quickly as
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possible; (2) allowing applications to make progress without having to wait for extensive

copying to complete; and (3) minimizing application interference with each other, which

could result from competing data copying activities.

The callback interface (Figure 6.2(c)) allows applications to read a minimum amount

of summary information to get started, and then to read data strictly on a need-driven

basis. Behind the callback interface, a key P-router component is a generic system-

level background copierthat copies data from an incoming P-disk to local storage. Ifan

application chooses to discard some incoming data (for any application-specific reasons)

before it is reached by the background copier, this data doesnot need to be copied at

all. As the background copier proceeds, the system ensures that theEntry passed to

the application callback function points to the correct storage location, which could be

either the P-disk or the local storage. The background copier may be able to aggressively

exploit sequentiality of the underlying storage organization. The background copier,

however, needs to exercise care not to compete with applications for P-disk bandwidth.

The background copier also provides a means for applications to avoid interfering with

each other: a “well-behaved” application should always read only what is necessary

and leave the rest to the background copier. (This is based onthe assumption that the

receiver applications fed by the same P-router are willing to be cooperative, in terms of

performance.)

• Datagram limitations.The handling of damaged, lost, delayed, or system-replicated

Postmanet messages is not visible to the application-visible interfaces of Figures 6.1 and

6.2. The peer P-router interface of Figure 6.3 allows the system to quickly deal with these

anomalies using the LLLB Internet. Furthermore, as multiple P-disks are sent between a

sender-receiver pair on successive days, the system may liberally replicate outgoing data

of earlier days on outgoing P-disks sent on later days. In cases where a single P-disk is
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delayed or lost due to accidents in the postal system or uncooperative peers who were

supposed to forward it but did not, the replicated data on a subsequently arriving P-disk

is just a day away, so we can avoid unnecessary long end-to-end retransmission delays.

This is another example of the consistent Postmanet theme ofliberally “wasting” plentiful

resources (storage capacity) to optimize for more difficultmetrics (lower latency or better

reliability).

• Delayed action.A message can be canceled at any point after it is sent and before it is

consumed at a receiver. Such a cancel message may need to be buffered at a destination.

Shoot downs can be useful for functionality or performance reasons. Applications use

the interface in Figure 6.2(d) to initiate a shoot down, which is handled locally if the

message has not left the sender, or generates one or more peershoot down messages (call

9 of Figure 6.3) if the P-disk containing the message has departed. Shoot downs can also

be initiated at the system level without application initiation. For example, extra system-

level replicas, such as those described in the last paragraph, should be shot down, when

it becomes apparent that the outstanding replicas are no longer needed.

• Security.Security concerns can be largely addressed using existing mechanisms. Mes-

sages are protected against tampering and spoofing using thesame techniques as used by

PHTTP. For authenticating “shoot down” of in-transit messages, the node requesting the

shoot down must present a “capability” for it signed by either the sender or recipient of

the messages. The capabilities are exchanged via the LLLB.

In summary, the Postmanet has a number of characteristics not seen in conventional

networks. We believe that careful interface design is an important way of addressing

these issues. We do not, however, claim that we have arrived at the ideal interfaces, and

we are continuing to evolve and refine these interfaces.
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6.4 Implementation

We have implemented a prototype P-router in Java. All communication between ap-

plications and a P-router, and between P-routers is done viaJava’s Remote Method

Invocation (RMI). The implementation contains three main modules: the sender part,

which handles send and delete requests, the receiver part, which handles integration

of data on incoming P-disks (or over the Internet) with the rest of the system, and a

local store, which provides theEntry abstraction. The attributes of entries, and the

message tracking and management information used by the above modules, is stored by

an LDAP [46] server, running over a BDB [60] back end, accessedvia JNDI. On the DVD

P-disks, data is written as an ISO file system with attributesstored in separate files. The

ISO images are staged on a local disk but partial images can beincrementally appended

to DVD+RW discs that we use in our prototype. Using an ISO file system on the DVD

allows us to retain usefulness of the data even outside of Postmanet system as no special

software is needed to access data on it – which also helps during system development and

debugging. The entire implementation is based on JDK v1.4.204 and is about 10,200

lines of java code.

6.5 Sample Applications

We briefly describe aspects of three simple additional Postmanet applications that we

have developed and we highlight the key ways an application can leverage the function-

ality provided by Postmanet. The first one is PwebCache, a web proxy that receives

subscribed data from a Postmanet-aware web publisher. The publisher creates data in an

entry hierarchy to correspond to the on-disk structure usedby the cache. The URL of
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the page, and cache validation and control headers of the HTTP protocol, are stored as

attributes of entries and thedeliveryDeadline() of the message is set to the cache

expiration date of the data, if any. When a P-disk arrives, thereceiver cache program

only needs to record the URL attributes of the top level entries to be able to start servicing

client requests immediately, while leaving the general system background copier with the

task of moving data out of the P-disk.

The second application is Pnapster, a Napster-like application. The file lookup and

request issuing parts are performed over the Internet and are no different from existing

Napster-like applications. Multiple peers who have copiesof the requested content may

receive requests, so the requester may enjoy the quickest reply. A peer request receiver

sets thereplicaID to a “request ID,” which allows Postmanet to manage (and shoot

down, when necessary) these application-level replicas. When a “preview” request is

received, a peer that has the desired data generates small (low-resolution) versions of the

bulk data, invokessetResolution() , andsetInternetDelivery() to hint it

be sent over the Internet. A data requester may invokedelete() at any time to cancel

a request.

The third application is Pemail, an email application. It usessetTracking() to

acquire delivery status of outgoing messages. Pemail also generates small previews of

bulk messages so the previews can be delivered over the Internet. A Pemail receiver

may issuedelete() calls with specificfilter arguments to delete parts of messages

before they are copied out of an incoming P-disk by the background copier.
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DVD Writer NEC ND2500A, 4× DVD-RW/+RW,
8× DVD-R/+R

DVD Media Memorex 4× DVD+RW, 4.7 GB
OS Linux 2.4.22 (Fedora Core 1)
Java JDK 1.4.204
CPU Pentium 3 800 MHz
Memory 128 MB
HDD Maxtor 40 GB

Table 6.1: P-router machine characteristics.

6.6 Measuring the P-Router Prototype

We set up an old desktop machine (see Table 6.1) to function asa P-router. Performance-

wise, perhaps the most interesting aspects are about how we handle the bursty arrival of a

large amount of data (as discussed in Section 6.3), and we mainly focus on these aspects

in this section.

We experiment with the three applications that we have described in Section 6.5.

The sending applications create an outgoing DVD P-disk thatcontains the following

data. A Pemail mailbox contains 100 messages, varying in size between 10-20 MB.

The messages contain high-resolution images, home videos,and movie trailers. The

PwebCache mailbox contains three messages. (Recall a messageor an entry can be

of a directory type that includes more sub-entries.) One message contains 85 MB of

CNN.com news data; one contains 9 MB of data from news.yahoo.com; and one contains

a travelogue and a photo gallery that totals 139 MB. There are eight Pnapster mailboxes,

which contain a total of 48 messages, including mp3 files (which average 4 MB each)

and one 500 MB avi movie. In all, the P-disk contains 152 messages, for a total size of

2.35 GB.

• Basic operations.Our P-router appends bulk ISO image data to DVD+RW P-disks at

4.7 MB/s, and reads bulk data from them at 3.17 MB/s. Sending a small entry, which is
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Num. Mailboxes 8 10 10 10
Num. Messages 20 60 100 152
Data Size (MB) 80 366 966 2358
Case 1 34s 172s 458s 1111s
Case 2 134ms 205ms 253ms 321ms
Case 3 101ms 103ms 103ms 103ms

Table 6.2: Comparing startup times.

news.yahoo.com www.cnn.com
Naive 14.5s 1047.9s
Intelligent 6.6s 256.3s

Table 6.3: Exploiting knowledge of physical storage organization.

only written to the local staging disk, takes about 3mson average, while reading a small

entry from a DVD+RW P-disk costs about 40ms.

• Quick startup. When a P-disk arrives, it is important that the receiver applications

(which are all interactive, in the case of our three example applications) can quickly

access summary information so they can make their application-specific decisions about

what to do with the incoming data, without being forced to wait for time-consuming

mandatory system-level data copying to complete. Table 6.2compares three cases. In

“Case 1,” the applications are given access to the data only after a P-router copier copies

all the data from the incoming P-disk to a local disk. In “Case 2,” the P-router iterates

through all the entries on the P-disk, passing each entry to anull application callback

function. In “Case 3,” the P-router only iterates through allthe mailboxes, passing

only the per-mailbox summary information to a null application callback function. This

experiment shows the importance of structuring the P-router and its applications in a way

that can avoid mandatory copying or scanning of large-capacity P-disks upon their arrival.
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Pemail BW Copier BW DVD BW
(MB/s) (MB/s) (MB/s)

Pemail alone 2.97 2.97
Pemail & dumb copier 0.17 0.17 0.34
Pemail & smart copier 2.73 2.34 2.66

Table 6.4: Potential impact of copier interference.

• Exploiting knowledge of physical storage organization by the background copier.Al-

though it is important to allow applications to flexibly readfrom an incoming P-disk,

a generic system-level P-disk copier may be able to functionmore efficiently by (1)

exploiting knowledge of the physical storage organization(such as data locality) that

applications are either unaware of or are unwilling to exploit due to complexity; and/or

(2) performing more efficient scheduling across multiple applications. As applications

dedicate the data movement tasks to such an efficient system-level background copier

when possible, we may be able to drain data from incoming P-disks more quickly. In our

prototype, the system background copier is able to exploit its knowledge of the ISO file

system format, which clusters metadata in such a way that causes a naive recursive copier

to suffer significant performance penalty. Table 6.3 shows an experiment of draining the

PwebCache data from an incoming P-disk: the intelligent system-level P-router copier

performs much more efficiently than a naive application-level recursive copier.

• Cooperation between applications and the system-level copier. We have argued above

that both application-driven reads and system-level copiers are useful for efficiently drain-

ing incoming P-disks. Their co-existence requires their cooperation; and this cooperation

takes two forms. First, when an application decides to discard incoming data without

reading it, the system copier should (obviously) avoid copying it. An application that

proactively “helps” the system in this way ends up improvingthe P-disk draining time

of the entire system. Second, the system-level copier must exercise care not to compete
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Applications Time (s)
Pnapster 4.3
PwebCache1 6.6
PwebCache2 1.4
Pnapster & PwebCache1 100.3
Pnapster & PwebCache2 26.0

Table 6.5: Inter-application interference.

against application-initiated reads. In the example of Table 6.4, as an email application

retrieves a large attachment, the nature of the DVD media is such that an overzealous

competing system copier ends up reducing the aggregate bandwidth by a factor of nearly

10.

• Cooperation among applications.We have discussed the interaction between an ap-

plication and the system copier when processing an incomingP-disk. We now examine

interactions among applications. Although the applications are given complete control of

their reads from P-disks, as observed in Section 6.3, it is important that they read what

is minimally necessary and leave the rest to the system copier. Overzealous applications

that “prefetch” a large amount of data from a P-disk on their own, for example, may

end up harming all applications, including themselves. We consider a simple exam-

ple in Table 6.5. “Pnapster” retrieves a movie trailer (13 MB)from a DVD P-disk;

“PwebCache1” retrieves the entire business subsection of CNN(321 entries, 8.8 MB);

and “PwebCache2” recursively retrieves all the attributes under news.yahoo.com (341

entries). When multiple of these applications are active simultaneously, we consider the

time it takes all of them to finish. Again, the nature of the DVDmedia is such that

significant interference among applications may result if they are too eager reading P-

disks. Each of these applications would have been better offonly satisfying an interactive
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user’s immediate needs and letting the system background copier move data out of the

P-disk.

While the results in this section are based on DVDs, we believethey are generally

important for two reasons. First, practically, DVD media isa very attractive P-disk

candidate, and some of its fundamental characteristics (such as latency) are likely to

be with us for some time. Second, even if we were to consider other types of movable

media, such as IBM Microdrive-type disks, due to energy, noise, and size considerations,

these storage devices are likely to share similar issues as DVDs, so the lessons that we

have learned about getting the most of DVD P-disks may be moregenerally applicable.
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Chapter 7

Related Work

We now discuss work related to some of the major aspects of thePostmanet system.

Delay-Tolerant Networking and ad hoc Routing

Recent efforts on “Delay-Tolerant Networks” (DTNs) [15, 24,29, 58] have started to

examine the use of WiFi-enabled mobile elements (such as buses equipped with storage

devices) to simulate “delayed” connectivity to places thathave access to none today.

While “postal classes of service” have been mentioned, to thebest of our knowledge,

the postal system has so far only been mentioned as ananalogy—no existing DTN that

we are aware of literally uses the postal system. There are several important differences

between existing DTNs and the Postmanet. First, while existing DTNs are largely con-

fined to relatively small regions or specialized environments, the postal system is a truly

global “network” that reaches a far greater percentage of the world’s humanpopulation

without needing investment in exotic equipment. Ad hoc routing, frequently a central

focus of some DTNs, is not necessarily a top focus of the Postmanet. Instead, we are
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more concerned with somewhat less conventional routing metrics, such as the number of

storage devices handled per site per postman visit.

Second, most existing DTNs are also frequently referred to as “challenged networks:”

they may be limited by low bandwidth among mobile ad hoc elements, brief and/or inter-

mittent contacts among these elements, small amounts of storage space on these nodes,

and power consumption constraints. In contrast, the P-disks in the Postmanet are “dumb”

and “dormant” during transit in the postal system. When they reach their destinations,

they are “plugged in,” quite possibly with high-bandwidth wired alternatives (such as

USB2 or Firewire). Once such “contacts” are established, they may remain connected

for extended periods of time. Instead of carefully conserving resources such as storage

space and bandwidth, we may in fact strive to “waste” some of these abundant resources

in order to gain other advantages. Another unique aspect of the Postmanet is the possible

availability of a complementary low-latency low-bandwidth Internet connection: the

techniques involved in theparallel exploitation of multiple connectivity technologies are

different from those involved in thesequentialforwarding of data from one connectivity

technology to another.

Numerous routing protocols have been proposed for ad hoc [55] and sensor net-

works [25, 37, 45]. Power efficiency is often a critical consideration in these networks. In

a mobile ad hoc network, the routing challenge is to deliver data in the presence of unpre-

dictable topology changes. Some protocols proactively search and cache routes to other

nodes [43, 48] while others follow an on-demand approach [27, 47]. In sensor networks,

often a primary focus of the routing protocol is on the “data gathering” operation—getting

data from sensors to one or more base stations. The sensors and base station(s) could be

fixed [25, 37, 45] or mobile [29]. Unlike ad hoc or sensor networks, the Postmanet routing

challenge is not route discovery but route selection. More specifically, one can imagine
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that the peer nodes “connected” by the postal system constitute a “complete graph” in the

sense that any node has the ability to send a P-disk to any other node. So the task we face

is not todiscovera route through a small number of neighbor nodes; instead, our task is

to selecta route in a complete graph whereall routes are possible, subject to constraints

such as end-to-end latencies and the numbers of P-disks handled per node.

The de Bruijn interconnection topology has been used in parallel applications [7,

14, 56, 59] and distributed hash tables (DHTs) [31]. These DHT-based systems employ

implicit routing wherein routing decisions are made locally without requiring elaborate

knowledge of the global topology. We note, however, that implicit routing may be

of limited value in Postmanet, where the control and data traffic can be conveyed on

different networks—the LLLB Internet could be used for dispersing topology information

or topology repairs, while bulk data is communicated over the HLHB channels. In

absence of an LLLB channel, however, implicit routing may again become important.

A problem that has not been considered by both the parallel computing and the DHT

communities is how to construct a de Bruijn graph in a geography-aware fashion for

systems where communication between different pairs of nodes incurs different amount

of latencies. We have devised geography-aware de Bruijn topologies for use in the

Postmanet.

Active Networking, Asynchronous Communication Systems,

The use of application-specific handlers to install or update application-specific code or to

copy data from an incoming P-disk to the village machine in anapplication-specific man-

ner provides a great deal of flexibility to the applications.In principle, this approach is

similar to prior asynchronous communication mechanisms such as Active Messages [64]

and the programming languages built on top of them [10], in which handler codes as-
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sociated with messages are asynchronously executed upon arrival of the messages to

incorporate the newly arriving data into ongoing computations. Almost all existing active

networking efforts to date [1, 12, 44, 69], however, have consciously avoided tackling

persistent storage inside the network. The type and granularity of codes being distributed

in a Postmanet are qualitatively different. The close collaboration that is required between

application-specific data copiers and system-level data copiers also follows the precedents

of a vast body of prior work in user-extensible operating systems [4, 9, 21, 30, 40, 71].

Rover is a toolkit for constructing applications targeting weak and intermittent wire-

less networks [28]. A key element of the system is an asynchronous communication

mechanism that allows applications running on mobile wireless clients to continue to

function as communication with a remote server occurs in thebackground. The need of

an asynchronous communication mechanism applies to the high-latency Postmanet. The

characteristics of the postal system, however, are different from those of a weak wire-

less network: the postal system provides a high-latency high-bandwidth datagram-like

service. By simultaneously exploiting an available low-latency low-bandwidth Internet

connection and the excess capacity of movable storage media, we can provide better

higher-level services.

Using Postal System to Exchange Data

The idea of sending cassettes in the postal system has been around since the invention

of the cassettes. A cassette in the postal system is sent fromone person to one other

person; and one cannot really send a cassette to the “entire world.” In the Postmanet,

when a DVD’s digital content is deposited in the repository,which is accessible by the

“entire network,” a person literally has the power to send something to the entire world.

The power of a “network effect” is much more pronounced than making point-to-point
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connections between people who already know each other; it is about building eBay-like

communities of people who otherwise would not have connected with each other. So the

repository plays an important role in realizing the “network effect” of the Postmanet, and

this is why the repository abstraction is a crucial part of the systems support we provide.

Companies such as AOL and Netflix have used the postal system todeliver software

and movies on a large scale. None of these existing attempts,however, have turned the

postal system into a generic two-way communication channelthat can cater to a wide

array of applications. Gray and his colleagues have shippedvia the postal system entire

NFS servers filled with terabytes of astronomy data [23]. NFSservers are chosen as

mobile storage devices to minimize the amount of manual configuration a data recipient

would need to perform. This is a goal that we share. Our interest is in generalizing

these tailor-made solutions for specialized applicationsinto a generic communication

mechanism that can benefit many applications. By itself, a local file system interface that

grants application access to the mobile storage devices maybe inadequate: for example,

tasks such as recipients’ sending back acknowledgements over the Internet should be

automated away by a transport-level system. We also note that the applicability of the

Postmanet approach is by no means limited to data-intensivescientific applications: we

have discussed a variety of applications that can be useful for average users, especially

those who fall on the wrong side of the digital divide.

The PersonalRAID system leverages a single mobile storage device that always ac-

companies its owner to transport storage system differences across multiple computers for

a single user [61]. Coda [33, 42] is a client/server file systemthat allows disconnected or

weakly connected mobile clients to operate out of their local “hoard.” Bayou [49, 62] is a

peer-to-peer application construction framework that allows its users to craft application-

specific mergers and conflict resolvers for dealing with concurrent writes to the same
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objects. Fluid Replication [32] an extension based on Coda, introduces an intermediate

level between mobile clients and their stationary servers,called “WayStations,” which

are designed to provide a degree of data reliability while minimizing the communication

across the wide-area used for maintaining replica consistency. These systems differ from

the Postmanet in two important ways. First, these systems rely on keeping a complete

copy of all the data at each location. Bayou and PersonalRAID attempt to maintain

complete replicas at all locations. Coda and Fluid Replication allow a mobile client to

contain only a subset of the data while the servers and WayStations should contain full

replicas. In Postmanet, the data in the object repository ata hub is not meant to be

housed in its entirety at any other hub location or at its client spoke locations. Doing so is

neither desirable nor feasible due to resource constraints. As such, Postmanet sites have

flexibility in deciding what data to keep. Second, the goal ofthese distributed mobile

storage systems is to provide the illusion of a coherentdisk or file system, while the

goal of the Postmanet is to provide the illusion of anetworkconnection—these are very

different abstractions. The network abstraction is at a sufficiently low level that may allow

potentially greater degree of application flexibility, while an important goal of typical

distributed storage systems is to entirely abstract away device or machine identities. It

is possible to build a Coda or Bayou-like system on top of the Postmanet in situations

where complete replication is acceptable. The question of how to build a distributed

storage system appropriate for our environment on top of thePostmanet, however, is still

an interesting one.

Tutored Video Instruction

We draw our inspiration for the Digital StudyHall from the “Tutored Videotape Instruc-

tion” (TVI) program conducted at Stanford in the 1970s [17].In the TVI paradigm,
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minimally-edited videos of unrehearsed lectures are viewed by small groups of students

assisted by afacilitator. The facilitator is not an expert teacher; instead, the (simpler) job

of the facilitator is to pause the video tape when questions arise during the play back of

the taped lectures. Such questions can be asked by students who are currently viewing

the tape, the instructor on the tape, or the students captured on the tape. During such a

pause, the facilitator attempts to guide the students toward a resolution of the question

using a discussion format, before he resumes playing the tape. When not many questions

are asked, it is also the facilitator’s job to instigate morequestions and discussions.

Over a number of years, careful studies were performed to compare the performance

of the students participating in the TVI program against that of three other groups: one

was the group of students in the live classrooms; the second was the group of students

who viewed the lectures live on close-circuit TV and were given the option of interacting

with the instructor using phone hookups; and the third was the group of students who

viewed the delayed taped lectures without any augmentation. We call these three groups

the “live” group, the “interactive TV” (or ITV) group, and the “TV” group, respectively.

While it was not surprising that the TVI group outperformed the TV group, what

was especially interesting was that the TVI group outperformedall three other groups,

including the live group, consistently over the years! Indeed, the TVI students appeared

to lag behind the live (on-campus) students in terms of theiradmission qualifications; yet

the TVI mechanism appeared to have more than compensated forthis initial disadvantage.

The conjecture is that there is more systematic interactionbuilt into the TVI model

than even that in the live classroom, and this increased amount of discussion in a less

inhibiting environment also fosters the formation of a group discovery process that builds

communication and team skills, all of which ultimately contributing to an enhanced
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learning process [35]. Variations of the TVI approach have been tried subsequently [13,

3], and similar degrees of success are observed.

What we can learn from these previous experiences is the following. Recorded

classes, while not sufficient by themselves, when coupled with successful instigation

of systematic interaction, can be extremely powerful in accomplishing education goals.

Successful instigation of interactions can be effected with simple means. When success-

fully employed, the TVI approach unleashes the vast potential of peer-learning: students

teaching students. Many “ingredients” in our Digital StudyHall are different. We are

teaching very young children in rural India, not college or graduate students in the U.S.

The subject matters are different. The type of interactionsthat we need to engage in are

different. The technologies involved are different. To thebest of our knowledge, we are

not aware of comparable projects that address these issues.On the other hand, we believe

that the lessons that we can learn from the TVI experiences dating back to the 1970s are

still valid and, indeed, inspirational!
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this thesis, we propose turning storage media transported by the postal system into a

digital transport mechanism. The resulting generic asynchronous digital network, which

we call the Postmanet, allows us to extend pervasive, high-bandwidth, and low-cost

connectivity to places such as third world countries, whereconventional networking

technology is beyond people’s reach today. To fully realizethe potential of this approach,

however, an application writer needs better support than being told to just burn discs and

toss them into the postal system. In this thesis, we study thesystems support that we must

provide in order to achieve the generality, transparency, efficiency, and scalability goals

of the Postmanet. We examine three support systems and an extensive application.

The first system, PHTTP, provides end-point support: it allows “disconnected” browser-

based client applications to interact with their remote server counterparts via the Post-

manet. In addition to low-level functionalities such as marshaling/unmarshaling “mes-

sages” onto/from DVDs and ensuring their authenticity, integrity, and best-effort reliabil-

ity, PHTTP also provides the abstraction of a distributed object repository, a mechanism

for distributing and updating application code on “disconnected” sites, and controllers
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for managing “DVD robots” that automate mass-processing ofincoming and outgoing

DVDs at hub sites. The level of sophistication involved in these system support func-

tionalities is likely beyond what most application programmers should be required to

handle on their own. The inclusion of a distributed object repository inside PHTTP

that is programmatically accessible by the postal system isparticularly important. It

presents a service that is akin to that of a distributed file system, by making a single

name space available “everywhere,” including places that lack conventional networking

access, and allowing all these distributed sites to performread, write, navigation, search

and other operations on this name space. This high-level abstraction makes it easier to

construct distributed Postmanet applications. The PHTTP object repository also helps

realize a “network effect,” as digital messages arriving via the Postmanet are deposited

in a database accessible by the “entire world.” The benefits that one can derive from

this network effect are more profound than that can be derived from mere point-to-point

connections.

The second system focuses on “routing,” the issue of how to get data from the sender

to the receiver via the postal system. The naive approach of leaving end users to burn and

swap discs on their own does not scale well, because as many asN2 discs may need to be

exchanged in anN-node network on any given day. Such an approach is slow, expensive,

and requires much tedious manual labor at all sites. In conventional networking, packets

are routed through a sequence of shared routers and links inside the network on their

way from a sender to a receiver, so that one does not have to laydown N2 physical

links in an N-node network. Similarly, in the Postmanet, our solution tothe scalable

routing problem is to route Postmanet discs through a numberof intermediate hops. At

each of these intermediate hops, data from incoming discs isde-multiplexed, and then

re-multiplexed onto outgoing discs destined to next hops. The aim is to devise a dynamic
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routing topology that simultaneously minimizes the numberof discs that each node needs

to handle and the end-to-end postal latency. In this part of the study, we present a range of

routing heuristics, including those that rely on dedicateddata distribution centers inside

the infrastructure, those that rely on Postmanet end nodes themselves to forward data

for each other, and hybrid combinations. We do not claim to have found the optimal

strategies, as the theoretical formulation of this problemis likely NP-hard; but our current

conjecture is that a hybrid strategy, when combined with a routing graph topology based

on the de Bruijn graphs, might offer the best tradeoff.

The third system is an experimental message passing system that offers more flexibil-

ity than the browser-based PHTTP substrate described above, and it allows us to explore

a number of solutions to current deficiencies in the PHTTP system. The issues addressed

in this message passing system include: intelligent handling of bursty arrival of bulk data

so that interactive applications are not unnecessarily blocked or delayed, exploitation

of an LLLB link (such as a ham radio link) in the Postmanet for transmitting control

messages (such as acknowledgements) and data (such as low-resolution versions of data

otherwise transmitted on the HLHB link), support for undo operations that can “shoot

down” earlier messages while they are in various intermediate in-transit stages, and intel-

ligent exploitation of knowledge of storage media layout for performance optimization.

An important insight of this exercise can be best illustrated by the relationships among the

various data copiers. Application-specific data copiers can be more efficient because they

alone may have the knowledge of, for example, whether certain data can be discarded

without being read, or where certain data should be placed. On the other hand, system-

level data copiers can be more efficient because they alone may possess low-level storage

layout information and/or the opportunity to coordinate multiple user applications. These

effects, though visible in conventional contexts as well, are particularly profound in the
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Postmanet environment due to the large data sizes involved.For maximum efficiency, we

need both system copiers and application-specific copiers to work together.

We have built and deployed a substantial real-world application, a rural distance learn-

ing system called the Digital StudyHall, on top of the Postmanet. The Digital StudyHall

consists of a network of hubs and spokes, where the hubs are typically distributed in urban

centers of excellence, which “radiate” contextually meaningful and coherent content and

methodology into village and slum schools in their vicinity. A prototype system has been

operating in rural India since July of 2005. Our experienceswith the system not only

have provided us insights on the systems support that we needin order to fully realize

the potential of the Postmanet, but also have allowed us to conduct interesting mediation-

based pedagogy studies that have proved promising in extending high-quality education

to a needy population.

Future Work

To a large extent, the messaging layer that we have discussedin Chapter 6 is an experi-

mental “playing ground” that has allowed us to quickly gain understanding of a number

of issues before we fully incorporate the solutions into theproduction-quality PHTTP

system (Chapter 4). Among the first tasks of our future work is to “graft” the validated

ideas learned at the message layer onto the PHTTP system. These include a system-

level data copier that can exploit its knowledge of the DVD data layout and collaborates

with application-specific data copiers, exploitation of a “second network” (based on ham

radios or cellular phones deployed to village schools), andundo operations.

As we have discussed in Chapter 3, our current Digital StudyHall production testbed

consists of only a single hub and its spokes. While operationswithin a single-hub network
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are transparent and fully automated, and several other hubsare in various different stages

of development, we do not yet have the full system support that we need to present a

coherent view of the entire multi-hub network. Communication spanning multiple hubs,

at the time of this writing, still requires manual intervention by each hub operator on

the route. The routing strategies and algorithms discussedin Chapter 5 are only a first

step toward a single system view of the entire network, and much more work needs to be

done. We are continuing the investigation of routing algorithms. And to fully implement

any of these routing algorithms, we need to resolve other design issues such as end-to-

end naming and addressing. Our eventual aim is to build a higher-level system that, for

the lack of a better term, can be described as an “education Gnutella,” whose individual

nodes are connected together via a variety of connectivity technologies, including the

Postmanet. A human user of this education Gnutella system should not have to be aware

of the disparity of such a complex and diverse network, wheredata is located, from which

site to receive the data, and how the data is to be transmitted. Instead, the users should be

able to access the system as a single logically coherent database.

Only when we achieve this goal, can we hope to succeed in realizing the “Learning

eBay” vision, a vision of a coherent content repository, simultaneously acting as a meet-

ing place, where learners and teaching staff can collaborate across time and space. We

hope such a learning system will scale up to encompass a vast number of disadvantaged

children, contributing toward the Millennium DevelopmentGoal of universal primary

education.
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